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Executive Summary
1.1

Proposal

This integrated resource consent application by (‘the applicants’) Marlborough Precinct
Holdings Ltd seeks to construct two apartment buildings ranging from three to 15
storeys and a three storey terrace to provide for 101 dwellings, including two basement
car parking levels with associated earthworks, dewatering and landscaping. The
development will occur on a residential super lot which have been created by a recently
approved subdivision (Lot 3). The application site is located within the Hobsonville Point
/Sunderland C Sub- Precinct and Terraced Housing and Apartment and Mixed Use zones
of the AUP (OIP). There are no appeals to the precinct and zoning provisions as they
relate to this site, and the AUP (OIP) provisions are treated as operative.
The proposed development site will provide for a marker building at the harbour
entrance to the Hobsonville Point Regeneration Area which is catering for approximately
4,500 new homes and is an exemplar of providing vibrant high density housing that has
a true richness in terms of built variety. The size of this regeneration area and the site
location all clearly demonstrate that the principle of providing a landmark tall building
is an appropriate design response. The new tower will build on this existing built variety
across Hobsonville and would provide a way finder to the adjacent ferry terminal and
emerging mixed use hub at Catalina Bay (formerly known as the Landing). It would form
the central component of a cluster of tall buildings emerging as part of Catalina Bay,
Harrier Point and Marlborough Precincts which will enhance and strengthen the
gateway harbour location clearly identifying Hobsonville Point as the sustainable
community destination it has become. The proposed building will deliver on the precinct
and AUP aspirations to provide for efficient and integrated development of sites
adjacent to public transport and mixed use centres and would truly epitomise and
deliver a compact city form.
The building is of high quality design and will build on its landmark qualities via the use
of the cladding system that draws on different reflectivities and finishes of aluminium
panels to create a pattern and texture across the tower. The design approach to the
buildings in particular the tower and the landscape design across the site have been
subject to careful and detailed review and have been endorsed by the Hobsonville Point
Design Review Panel.
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The visual assessment demonstrates that the effects on the wider environment from the
additional height sought are appropriate for the site given the design quality and
location of the building. The assessment illustrates that the potential cumulative effects
of the tower alongside other buildings proposed or anticipated are no more than minor
on the wider environment, with the proposal providing a high quality landmark building
on an appropriate site and will result in a positive addition to the Hobsonville Point
skyline.
Furthermore, the written approval of the adjacent precincts of Catalina Bay and Harrier
Point have been provided and extensive consultation has been undertaken with the New
Zealand Defence Force (NZDF) and the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). Consultation has
been undertaken with the adjacent owners of the Airfields Precinct, and it is anticipated
that their approval will be provided to Council after lodgement. However, in the event
that they do not provide their approval within an appropriate timeframe, it is requested
that the application is served on the owner of 249 Hobsonville Point Road.
The building does exceed the maximum height identified for the site, but the proposal
is not unusual or exceptional. The notion of providing a marker building adjacent to a
public transport interchange and an emerging mixed use centre for a nationally
recognised regeneration area is a well-founded design principle. Given, the matters
raised above, it is not considered that there are any unique or special circumstances to
warrant public notification given any wider effects would be no more than minor on the
landscape and given the written approval of the adjacent sites (excluding Panuka to
date) has been provided in support of the scheme.
Most importantly, the proposal will provide for the efficient use of land by providing for
new dwellings in an area of known housing need that is within easy walking distance of
public transport and commercial and community uses. This directly aligns with both the
vision of the AUP (OiP) to create compact cities and concentrate density around public
transport and to create sustainable community within the Hobsonville Point precinct
area. The building would provide increased density next to the emerging mixed use and
public transport hub reducing vehicle trips and adding vibrancy to Catalina Bay by
increased pedestrian activity.
The following assessment concludes that, subject to conditions of consent, any adverse
actual or potential environmental effect arising from the proposal would be no more
than minor on the wider environment, with the written approval of all adjacent sites
provided. The proposal would be generally consistent with the objectives, policies, and
assessment criteria of the Auckland Unitary Plan (Operative in Part) (AUP (OIP)) and
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would directly deliver on the compact city aspirations of the Plan and provide a landmark
building on a nationally significant regeneration area in an appropriate location.
1.2

Activity Status

The proposal requires land use consent under the AUP (OIP) for the reasons outlined in
section 7.1 of the assessment below. This application is a Restricted Discretionary
activity overall.
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2.0

The Applicant and Property Details

Applicant:

Marlborough Precinct Holdings Ltd

Address for Service:

C/- Campbell Brown Planning Limited
P O Box 147001
Ponsonby
AUCKLAND 1144
Attention: Ila Daniels
Email: ila@campbellbrown.co.nz
(all written correspondence via email please)

Location:

Proposed Super Lot 3, 258-268 Hobsonville Point
Road, Hobsonville

Legal Description:

Lot 1 DP 513763

Site Area:

4.3077 ha

Unitary Plan Zoning:

Terrace Housing and Apartment and Mixed Use Zone
(as it applies to Super Lot 3)
Precinct
Hobsonville Point sub-precinct C – Sunderland

Unitary Plan Overlays:

Overlays (as it applies to Super Lot 3 only)
Natural Resources: High-Use Aquifer Management
Areas Overlay [rp] – Kumeu Waitemata Aquifer
Controls
Controls: Macroinvertebrate Community Index
[rcp/dp] – Urban
Stormwater Management Area Control – WEST
HARBOUR, Flow 1
Designations
Designation – ID 4311, Defence purposes (Hobsonville
Base), Designations, Ministry of Defence
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Airspace Restriction Designations – ID 4311, Defence
purposes – protection of approach and departure
paths (Whenuapai Air Base), Minister of Defence
Appeals:
Road Classification:

None
N/A
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3.0

Site Location

Figure 1: Aerial photo of subject site, Marlborough Precinct, 258-268 Hobsonville Point Road

Figure 2: Specific Site Location for Launch Road East Development Site (Identified in orange))
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Figure 3: Location of Block 10 or the Marlborough precinct within the wider Hobsonville Point
Masterplan (identified in red)

4.0
4.1

Description of the Existing Environment
Application Site

The site is located at 258-268 Hobsonville Point Road and has a number of buildings
located on site, being the four married officers houses, Catalina Hangar, Catalina
Barracks and the existing HLC offices (see Figure 1 above). The Certificate of Title is
attached at Appendix A for reference.
The wider precinct site occupies a coastal edge location, which is elevated and has steep
cliffs along its northern boundary which drop down to the coastal edge. The site falls in
a south to north direction with reasonable level grades which are generally terraced
associated with its former use. The central portion of the site is dominated by
Marlborough Crescent and the ‘Oval’ area of open space.
In a wider context, the Hobsonville Masterplan identifies the site as being located within
the Marlborough Precinct or Block 10 which is located at the north eastern end of
Hobsonville Point as illustrated by Figure 3 above.
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The Marlborough Precinct sits between the Hudson Precinct to the west, the Catalina
Bay Precinct (formerly known as The Landing) to the east and the Airfields Precinct to
the south as illustrated in Figure 4 below.
The actual site for these new apartment buildings and terraces is within a newly
consented super lot, being lot 3 from the recently approved subdivision (see Figures 5
and 6 below). The Lot encompasses 3,491m2 of the precinct area with a being bound by
two street frontages with a curved northern boundary to Hudson Bay Road, Launch Road
to the south and two walkways along both the east and western boundaries. It is noted
that part of Launch Road has just recently been vested with Auckland Council though
this does not extend down past the site and the walkway along the eastern boundary
will be vested to Auckland Council as road (being Lot 105) under the underlying super
lot consent.

Figure 4: Marlborough Precinct in relation to adjoining precincts (approx. location of Lot 2 is shown in
red)

This application specifically relates to the construction of three buildings on Lot 3. The
first being a three storey terrace and the second comprising two apartment buildings
which would range from four to 15 storeys in height. The Lot encompasses 3,491m2 of
the precinct area with the site having road frontages to both Launch Road, Hudson Bay
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Road (see Figure 2 above). Lot 1 site is relatively flat with just a gentle fall to the northwest and is clear of vegetation.

Figure 5: Approved Scheme Plan for Marlborough Precinct Subdivision (with Lot 3 identified in red)

4.2

Catalina Bay (Formerly known as The Landing)

The site shares the eastern boundary of the site with Catalina Bay previously known as
‘The Landing’ which is being developed by Willis Bond. A precinct plan has been
developed for this part of the Hobsonville Point which is included below in Figure 6
below. The site is zoned Mixed Use and is anticipated to be a mixed use hub for
Hobsonville building on the ferry terminal location.
There are a number of buildings that are identified as having heritage character on the
adjacent site see buildings annotated A to F on the Precinct Plan above, of which three
are located adjacent to the shared boundary. These buildings are not scheduled by the
AUP (OiP) or by NZ Historic Places Trust, however are identified as having heritage value
and character through the precinct plan in terms of demolition and works to the
buildings. The buildings are known as the Fabric Bay, Seaplane Hangars, Workshops and
Painting Bay.
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Figure 6: The Landing Precinct Plan

In addition, to these character buildings there are four development areas located on
the precinct plan. These areas identify the location of additional buildings within the
precinct and range in height control from 8m to 27m, see Table 1 from the precinct
provisions below.
Development Area
1&2
3
4

Average height for all new
buildings
8m
N/A
N/A

Maximum height for any
single building
11.5m
16.5m
27m

Table 1: Height Controls The Landing Precinct - Source AUP (OiP) Hobsonville Point Precinct
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4.3

Surrounding Area

The surrounding area consists of the wider Hobsonville Point development area which
is situated on a peninsula extending into the Upper Waitemata Harbour and is located
approximately 11 km north-west of central Auckland.
The overall Hobsonville site is approximately 167 hectares in area. The broad character
of the landscape is essentially a flat, to slightly rolling, low lying open peninsula
extending into the upper reaches of the Waitemata Harbour. The immediate coastal
edge has steep wooded slopes and exposed cliffs. The coastal fringe extends
approximately 4 km around the site.
The land was formerly occupied by the Hobsonville Airbase and comprises the former
airfield and its associated uses as well as the residential compound for the airbase.
The Hobsonville area is the subject of considerable construction works which are
occurring across all precinct areas at present (see Figure 7 below).

Figure 7: Location of Marlborough Precinct and emerging context of Hobsonville Point
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4.4

Zoning and Overlays

4.4.1 Zoning
The wider Block 10 site has five zones which fall within the site boundaries, being, Mixed
Housing Urban, Terrace Housing and Apartment Zone, Mixed Use and Open Space –
Conversation and Informal recreation zones. These zones have been overlaid in Figure
8 below. The zone that applies to the development site (Lot 3) is almost entirely zoned
Terraced Housing and Apartments (THAB) zone, however, the eastern tip is zoned Mixed
Use (MU) Zone. However, given, the significant majority of the site is zoned THAB the
development is just assessed against this zone in the assessment that follows.

Figure 8: Block 10 Layout Overlaid with Zoning

4.4.2 Overlays
There are a number of AUP (OIP) overlays, controls and designations that are identified
on the development site (Lot 3) in respect of aquifer management, airspace restrictions,
SMAF-1 and Macroinvertebrate Community Index. These matters are addressed (as
relevant) in the assessment below.
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It is noted that in respect of the airspace restrictions that the proposed building sits just
below the height plane for Whenuapai Air Base that forms part of the designation (see
Figure 9 below). However, as detailed in section 8.0 below the applicant has consulted
extensively with the New Zealand Defence Force and CAA in respect of the proposed
building and the development of the wider Marlborough Precinct.

Figure 9: Whenuapai Air Base Designation Height Plane and the proposed Tower

4.4.3 Overland Flow Paths
The following overland flow paths are identified on the Council GIS system see Figure 10
below, however these are based on the pre-development form of Hobsonville Point.
Consequently, these paths will be realigned with the upgrading and realignment of
Hudson Bay Road, Launch Road and Marlborough Crescent (see Figure 11 below). Given
these works maintain the flows in the road corridor, no further regard needs to be given
to this matter as the paths do not actually enter or exit the site that was created as part
of this granted consent but rather follow the existing or consented road layout (see
Figure 11 below).
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Figure 10: Overland Flow Paths within the Marlborough Precinct as they relate to Lot 3

Figure 11: Overland Flow Paths as part of the Subdivision Consent
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5.0

Background

A number of resource consents have already been granted in relation to the Hobsonville
Peninsula. This includes land administered by the Hobsonville Land Company (‘HLC’)
and also other parties. In particular, the following consents are relevant to the
consideration of this application:

5.1

Existing Resource Consents

The Sunderland CDP
HLC is the consent holder for the approved Sunderland CDP (LUC 2012-1073). The
consent relates to approximately 34 hectares of land within the Hobsonville Base Village
Special Area. It is noted that the Sunderland CDP constitutes a matter that must be
considered as part of any resource consent for the land.
The Sunderland CDP provides for a minimum of 592 residential dwellings and a
maximum of 1,175 residential dwellings, together with a roading network, areas of open
space, stormwater ponds and other utilities, as well as sites for retail, community and
commercial purposes.
ICMP and Network Discharge Permit
The Auckland Council has prepared an Integrated Catchment Management Plan, which
forms the documentation for the Hobsonville Peninsula Catchment Network Discharge
Consent (Permit No. 27016). This Network Discharge Consent (NDC) covers the
stormwater discharge for the Hobsonville Peninsula Catchment in accordance with the
Hobsonville Peninsula Integrated Catchment Management Plan.
Preparation of the Integrated Catchment Management Plan (ICMP) and the preparation
of the Hobsonville Peninsula Urban Concept Plans have been fully integrated. The ICMP
has a detailed and integrated approach to stormwater management. A preferred option
for stormwater management has been selected (i.e. Option 4A discussed in Section 11.4
of the ICMP). The preferred option comprises three essential elements: source control
of zinc coating systems, five constructed wetlands/ponds to provide treatment and
detention for the entire developed catchment, and rainwater detention tanks.
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The Network Discharge Consent (Permit No. 27016), which was granted to the former
Waitakere City Council on the 21 November 2008 and expires on 31 December 2041,
has been subject to changes as a result of the granting of ‘manager’s approvals’, and
‘variations’ pursuant to Section 127 of the Resource Management Act 1991.
These changes included a revised stormwater management approach associated with
the Sunderland Comprehensive Development Plan resource consent (LUC-2012-1078).
The variation to the Network Discharge Consent (No. 38016) granted on 22 May 2013,
provided greater detail in relation to the configuration of the stormwater network for
the Sunderland Comprehensive Development Plan (CDP) area. In summary the key
changes to the Network Discharge Consent (NDC) approved under this variation include:





Minor alterations to sub-catchment boundaries.
Amendment of Pond W4 to be a wetland.
The removal of Pond W6.
The construction of 11 new outfalls (located above Mean High Water Springs)
discharging to the coastal environment.

Remediation
An integrated Land Use and Discharge Consent (LUC-2015-1606 / REG-2015-1608) was
approved by Auckland Council on 19 October 2015 for the remediation of contaminated
soil over a 9.05-hectare land area located within the Sunderland B and C Precincts at
Hobsonville Point. Works under this consent are currently being undertaken on site
(refer Appendix D).
Subdivision
A resource consent (Council Reference BUN60303085) by Marlborough Holdings
Precinct Limited (the applicant) to subdivide Block 10 to create 23 residential lots, 10 of
which will be super lots subject to further development, a Jointly Owned Access Lot
(JOAL), 3 roads to vest and 4 reserves to vest (three of which are access ways) was
granted by Auckland Council on the 23rd June 2017 (refer Appendix C). It is anticipated
that s224 approvals will be sought from Council for these lots in 2018. The subject
application is located in proposed Lot 2.
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Married Officers Houses
A resource consent to undertake additions and alterations to four houses and remove
and replace three garages all listed as Category B on the heritage schedule of the
AUP(OIP)) located on Marlborough Crescent, Hobsonville Point was granted by Auckland
Council on the 10th March 2017 (Council Reference LUC60067442).
Demolition of the Catalina Barracks
A Certificate of Compliance confirming that it is a permitted activity to demolish the
existing Barrack building under the Auckland Unitary Plan (OIP) was granted on the 31 st
May 2017. Furthermore, an application to amend the Sunderland CDP to align this with
the recently granted CoC was also recently granted by Council.
Oval Houses
A resource consent was approved by Council on the 22nd September 2017 for the
construction of 13 detached new dwellings, referred to as the ‘Oval Houses’ on Lots 514, 16 and 22-23 which range from two to four storeys in height.
Jimmy’s Point
A resource consent has been lodged on the 30th October 2017 for the construction of a
four to five storey apartment building for 30 residential units on Super Lot 17 known as
Jimmy’s Point.
Catalina Hangar
A resource consent has been lodged on the 9th November 2017 for the construction of
a six storey apartment building and partial demolition, refurbishment, residential
conversion and two storey extension to the existing Catalina Hangar to provide for 31
apartments with associated works on Lot 1, Block 10.
Launch Road West
A resource consent has been lodged on the 16th November 2017 for the construction of
a five storey apartment building and two storey terrace to provide for 57 dwellings,
including a basement level car parking with associated earthworks, dewatering and
landscaping. The development will occur on a Lot 2, Block 10.
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Catalina Barracks
A resource consent has been lodged on the 30th November 2017 for the construction of
three buildings comprising two apartment buildings rising up to a maximum of six
storeys and three storey townhouses to provide for 70 residential dwellings including a
basement level car parking with associated earthworks, dewatering and landscaping.
The development will occur on a Lot 15, Block 10.
Oval Apartments
A resource consent has been lodged on the 18th December 2017 for the construction of
an apartment building ranging from four to seven storeys to provide for 21 residential
dwellings including a basement level car parking with associated earthworks,
dewatering and landscaping. The development will occur on a Lot 4, Block 10.
Airfields Framework Plan
A resource consent was granted by Council under HASHAA on the 1st June 2016. This
consent provides a general masterplan for the development of the Airfields precinct in
terms of road layout and location of open space. The framework plan identifies that the
aspirations for the bulk and form of the site goes beyond the underlying MHU zoning,
with four storeys shown in the road cross sections for the portion of site adjacent to the
tower and a retail street identified indicating that a mixed use approach is signalled.

6.0

Description of the Proposal

The following presents a short summary of the works proposed under this resource
consent application. Please refer to the application plans and the design report attached
at Appendix B and C for further detail.
6.1

Land use and Typology

A masterplan for the entire Block 10 or Marlborough Precinct has been prepared, which
caters for a range of typologies including standalone dwellings, retained heritage
buildings (Married Officer Houses and Catalina Hangar) and a number of apartment
buildings see Figure 12 below. The proposed complex of buildings on the Launch Road
East site includes the tallest apartment building across the precinct area at 15 storeys.
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Figure 12: Building Typology Plan (Pink and Red identifes apartments and teal blue townhouses)

This proposal seeks consent to construct three buildings for both apartments and
townhouses, and as a development site it is referred to as the ‘Launch Road East’ site.
These different buildings are identified in Figure 13 below and are known as west 1 and
2, east and north.

Figure 13: The building layout and street frontages on Lot 3
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The two apartment buildings range in height from three to 15 storeys and would cater
for 97 apartments comprising 22 x one bedrooms, 55 x two bedrooms and 20 x three
bedrooms and the three storey terrace along the northern boundary with Hudson Bay
Road would provide for four x three bedroom townhouses comprising.
6.2

Layout, Height and Building Design

The proposal seeks to construct three buildings on site above a new two level basement
carpark. The three buildings will be separated by a communal open space area which is
central to the site with a pedestrian walkway provided through the central plaza (see
Figure 14 below).

Figure 14: Ground Floor or Podium Layout and Communal Landscaping

6.2.1.1 Town houses
The four proposed three storey townhouses are located adjacent to the northern
boundary (see Figure 15 below) and each have pedestrian access off Hudson Bay Road
and the internal communal courtyard, with direct internal access from the basement
level car park. Each townhouses features three bedrooms, with open plan living and
dining at ground level (or mid-level) and open space in the form of a ground level terrace
and an upper level balcony.
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Figure 15: Townhouses as viewed from the Hudson Bay Road street frontage

6.2.1.2 Apartment Building West 1 and West 2
The apartment building west 1 is located in the western side of the site and rises up to
five storeys (see Figures 16 and 17 below). The building is defined on three facades by
Hudson Bay Road to the north, Launch Road to the south and the western façade adjoins
the new pedestrian access way that is to be vested under the super lot consent.

Figure 16: Southern elevation of Apartment Building West 1 as viewed from Launch Road
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Figure 17: Western Elevation of West 1 as viewed from the new pedestrian lane

This apartment building provides for 28 apartments and has direct internal lift/ stair
access from the basement car parking levels. The building is set back from the road
boundaries with a landscaped edge and hard terrace to each street frontage. The ground
floor apartments all have terraces that have both direct access off the street, with
internal access from the building core. All upper level apartments have covered
balconies.
A small section of the west 1 building infringes the 16m maximum height control, this
can be seen in Figures 16 and 17 above and is limited to the fifth floor parapet and lift
overrun/ roof top servicing area.

Figure 18: Southern elevation of Apartment Building West 2 as viewed from Launch Road

West 2 seamlessly connects into the eastern façade of west 1 and would appear as one
building even though the buildings are independently accessed. The buildings rises up
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to three storeys and comprises of 12 x two bedroom duplex apartments being set over
two levels (see Figure 18 below). The southern elevation of the building adjoins Launch
Road and then the northern elevation is defined by the communal courtyard.
The ground floor apartments have direct pedestrian access off both Launch Road and
the internal courtyard, with this relationship to the courtyard and the adjacent
townhouses shown in Figure 19 below. All apartments have a dual aspect with the
outdoor living area located on the northern facade, with the ground level apartments
have a terrace and the upper level apartments provided with a covered balcony.

Figure 19: Cross section through from West 2 to the Townhouses

The material strategy for the West 1and west 2 building comprises both brick and trespa
panels with the colour tones having reference back to the Hobsonville Point chromatic
reference plan – coastal palette. The ground level base will be grounded with the brick
finish and the panel arrangement of the upper levels will utilise three different finishes
of matt, gloss and specified (see Figure 20 below). This will provide a texture and variety
to the façade.
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Figure 20: Material Cladding Strategy for the facades of West 1 and 2 Apartments

6.2.1.3 Apartment East (Tower and Little Brother)
The apartment building would rise from seven to 15 storeys and is positioned at the
eastern side of the site (refer Figure 21 below). The lower seven storey portion of the
building is referred to in some documentation as the little brother and the taller element
the tower. The eastern façade adjoins the existing pedestrian staircase that runs from
Launch Road to Catalina Bay (Refer Figure 24 below. The northern facade will adjoin the
realigned Hudson Bay Road and the southern façade will front Launch Road, with the
western façade orientated over the internal courtyard at podium level.

Figure 21: Streetscape view from Launch Road of the Apartment East (Tower and little brother)
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Figure 22: Ground Floor Layout of Apartment Building West

The building is located above two levels of basement parking, with internal pedestrian
access provided directly from these levels. The main lobby and entrance is located at
ground level and is accessed off the communal podium with stepped and ramp access
from Launch Road (see Figure 22 above). There is a secondary entry off both Hudson
Bay Road which given the topography of the site is located at basement level 2.
The two basement levels typically provide for parking, waste and storage units.
However, there are two units provided at basement level two that form part of the lower
levels of the building and sleeve the basement at this level (see Figure 24 below). The
ground floor of the building features four apartments, of which all are accessed
internally from the ground floor lobby. There are five apartments on levels 1-6, then at
level 7 the internal GFA reduces down to the tower only with only two apartments
provided along with a common space at this level, this then increases to three
apartments per floor from level 8 -13. A full floor penthouse is provided for on level 14
the top level of the building. There is a lift overrun and building plant located on the roof
top. All apartments have provision for private open space with balconies provided.
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Figure 23: Cross Section from the base of the tower through to Hudson Bay Road

Figure 24: Cross Section from the eastern side of the base of the tower through to the existing pedestrian
staircase to Catalina Bay

The material strategy for the East building comprises both brick, trespa and aluminium
panels with the colour tones having reference back to the Hobsonville Point chromatic
reference plan – coastal palette. The ground level base will be grounded with the brick
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finish tying in to the other buildings on the Lot and the panel arrangement of the upper
levels will utilise three different finishes of matt, gloss and specified in trespa to ‘little
brother’ seven storey element and aluminium panels to the tower in a mixture of glossy
and white (see Figure 23 below and the design report). This will provide a texture and
variety to the façade.

Figure 25: Material Cladding Strategy for the facades of East Apartments (Little Brother and the Tower)

6.3

Landscaping

A comprehensive landscape strategy has been prepared for the site by Jasmax which is
included in full within Appendix C. The landscaped courtyard that is central to the site
primarily functions as a visual amenity and outlook area for both the ground floor
apartments which have private amenity space into the courtyard and for the upper level
apartments that are orientated to overlook the space from both apartment buildings
and the townhouses (see Figure 26 below). The secondary function of the space as a
passive recreation space for residents and the space is not intended to be gated so public
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could access the space from either the Launch Road or Hudson Bay pedestrian entry
points (see Figure 27 below).

Figure 26: View of the communal open space are between Apartment West1 and the townhouses

There would be additional areas of tree planting in particular, alongside the staircase
down to Hudson Bay Road, the eastern base of the tower and adjacent to the western
boundary of the site by the new vested walkway. Some of these works occur outside of
the Lot 3 boundaries and will need to be co-ordinated as part of the construction this
new road assets.

Figure 27: Entry from Launch Road into the site
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There will be some new street planting from the underlying super lot consent along a
portion of the Hudson Bay Road berm, however, this is planting is limited to a small
north-western end of the berm. It is noted that there are relocatable street trees boxes
within the newly vested Launch Road.
The street interface conditions are best illustrated in a series of cross sections within the
Design Report (refer Appendix C).
6.4

Parking, Cycling and Access

The building proposes two vehicular access points off Hudson Bay Road with one at
basement level 1 to the west of the townhouses and the other at basement level 2 at
the base of the apartment tower (Refer Figure 28 below), with no internal vehicle
connection between the two basement levels. A new pedestrian route directly through
the site is proposed which would also provide pedestrian access to the ground floor
common areas and the different buildings.

Figure 28: Location of the vehicle and pedestrian access points on Lot 3 (Yellow circles denote vehicle
entry point with the pedestrian routes identified by blue dotted lines)

The realigned Hudson Bay Road has been consented as part of the underlying
subdivision consent and works on site are underway to construct this new road. This
consent includes the formation of the vehicle crossing within the road reserve which is
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8.3m wide for basement level 1 and 6.5m for basement level 2 (see Figure 29 below),
but the actual formation of the crossing and access way on the boundary and within the
site are sought under this consent and are best illustrated on Drawings RC-0101 and
0102 Rev E.

Figure 29: Approved EPA Drawings for Hudson Road adjacent Lot 3 (Vehicle crossings identified din red)

The new basement levels will provide for 147 parking spaces, of which 47 would be
stacked or tandem and 54 are single spaces. The parking areas are accessed by one of
the two level access ways within the basement and would have a head height of 2.6m
with a security gate set into the basement at both access points. The width of the access
ways is 6.8 (east) and 7.4m (west) respectively which allows for vehicles to enter and
exit at the same time. The access way gradients including the transition platform comply
with the AUP (OiP) requirements.
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Figure 30: Basement Level 2(top) and 1 (bottom) internal layout (note areas identified as blue are cycle
parking, red is waste storage and orange is individual storage units)

Dedicated cycle parking is provided with space for 113 cycles for residents use with
horizontal stands. In addition, each unit has a dedicated storage locker area which is
located in a separate store within one of the basement levels (see Figure 30 above).
A Traffic Assessment has been prepared by Traffic Planning Consultants Ltd and is
attached in Appendix G. This considers trip generation, vehicle access, parking (vehicle
and cycle), loading and refuse collections.
6.5

Earthworks and Construction

The additional land modifications to establish the basement level, building platforms
and associated works beyond the subdivision extent of works would be approximately
3,491m2 and 15,323m3 on site. A sediment management plan has been prepared in an
integrated manner for all the development sites which provides for a number of
measures. This is included in Appendix H.
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The construction of the basement parking area may result in the displacement of ground
water. An assessment of the potential dewatering is included in Appendix F.
Whilst, the site is relatively level at the western end of the site, this changes the further
eastwards you move along the Hudson Bay frontage with a level difference between the
Launch Road and Hudson Street frontages. This is best shown in the cross sections in
Figure 31 below. This means that the basement is at its deepest in the western side of
the site, with portions of the basement rising above ground as you move eastwards.

Figure 31: Cross sections through the site illustrating the level difference (top image west side of site) and
(bottom image eastern side of the site)
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The site has no identified slope stability issues given the separation from the coastal cliff
interface.
6.6

Servicing and Infrastructure

In terms of servicing and infrastructure the lot has been provided with connections to
stormwater, waste and water as part of the underlying subdivision consent.
Consequently, no new infrastructure is sought apart from private lines to the new
connections.
The apartment building and townhouses have been designed to achieve the majority of
the sustainability measurements identified as a Standard within the precinct. However,
the proposal will not be providing onsite reuse tanks for non-potable water for the
dwellings. This approach has been agreed with Auckland Council.
6.7

Waste Collection

The building would utilise a communal waste collection system with two storage areas
comprising approximately 57m2 with a storage area providing at both basement level 1
and 2. The two storage areas will have bins for recycling, general waste and composting.
The waste would be collected privately at a frequency that caters for the waste demand
of the building. The collection of the waste would involve the building management
bringing the bins out to the two separate collection points identified for each basement
level for collection and the driver parking within the road carriageway (See Figures 30
and drawing RC-630 Rev C within Appendix B). The waste truck would park within the
road carriageway adjacent the crossing whilst collecting occurs (refer Figure 32 below),
this would occur during off peak times.
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7.0

Resource Consents Required

7.1

Auckland Unitary Plan (Operative in Part)

To enable this development, resource consent is required under the Auckland Unitary
Plan (Operative in Part).
The provisions of the legacy Auckland Council District Plan (Waitakere Section) have now
fallen away and no longer apply to the Hobsonville Point Precinct Area, with no appeals
to these precinct provisions.
Section 86F of the RMA states that rules in proposed plans must be treated as operative
from the time that they are no longer subject to challenge. The appeal period in respect
of the PAUP decisions version ended on 16th September 2016, and from that date, the
only provisions of the former district plans that remain operative are those where the
equivalent PAUP provision is subject to appeal.
It is noted that the Council has recently notified Plan Change 4 which is dealing with
administrative matters and small errors in the AUP (OiP). There are a number of errors
identified in the Plan Change in respect of Hobsonville Point Precinct. These changes are
identified as relevant in the reasons for consent below. Though it is noted that none of
these amendments alter the intent of the standard or activity but seek to address
administrative errors and as such the outcome under either plan is the same.
It is confirmed that the site is not subject to any site-specific appeals.
Resource consent is required for the following reasons:
Rule 1605 of the Hobsonville Point Precinct states that the provisions of the zone and
the Auckland wide provision apply in the precinct unless otherwise stated. In accordance
with that resource consent is required for the following reasons:
E7 Auckland Wide – Taking, Using, Damming and Diversion of Water and Drilling


Under Activity Table E7.4.1– (A20) – requires that dewatering or groundwater
level control associated with a groundwater diversion authorised as a restricted
discretionary activity under the Unitary Plan, not meeting permitted activity
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standards or is not otherwise listed, shall be considered as a restricted
discretionary activity.


Under Activity Table E7.4.1 (A28) the excavations to create the basement car
park will result in the diversion of groundwater which do not meet the permitted
activity standards given:
- The depth of excavation with exceed 2m and the length of basement
excavation is approximately 117m long exceeding the 20m standard and is
likely in some areas to impede groundwater flow;
- Dewatering of the excavations with soil and rock (not peat) will exceed 30
days; and
- The diversion will extend beyond the construction period for a period of
more than 10 days (permanently).
This requires consent as a Restricted Discretionary Activity.

E10 Auckland Wide – Stormwater Management Flow 1 (West Harbour)


Development of new or redevelopment of existing impervious areas greater than
50m2 within Stormwater management area control – Flow 1 complying with
Standard E10.6.1 and Standard E10.6.4.1 requires consent as a Restricted
Discretionary Activity.

E12 Auckland Wide - Land Disturbance


Under Table E12.4.1 (A6) and (A10) undertaking earthworks over 2,500m2 and
2,500m3 requires consent within a residential zone. The proposal necessitates
3,491m2 and 15,323m3 on site of earthworks to construct the basement parking
level, building platforms and associated works. This requires consent as a
Restricted Discretionary Activity.

E27 Auckland Wide - Transport


Under Table E27.4.1 (A2) parking, loading and access which is an accessory
activity and does not comply with the standards for parking, loading and access
requires consent as a Restricted Discretionary Activity. The following standards
are not achieved:
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-

-

Standard E27.6.2(8) requires one loading space for all other activities greater
than 5,000m2-20,000m2 GFA. The proposed apartment building will have a
GFA of approximately 12,302m2; and
Standard E27.6.4.2(2) and Table E27.6.4.3.2 requires a maximum crossing
width of 6.0m at the site boundary. The proposed crossings will be 6.8m
(eastern access) and 7.4m (western access) wide on the site boundary.

H6 Residential – Terraced Housing and Apartment Zone


Standard H5.6.4 Building Height states that the maximum height of a building is
16m. This is breached by both Apartment West 1 and by the Apartment Building
East, as detailed below:
-

-

A maximum vertical extent of 3.1m reducing to 1.5m over the entire length
of the upper level parapet including the lift overrun of the Apartment
Building West 1; and
A maximum vertical extent of 40.8m reducing to 9.4m over the entire length
of the upper levels of the apartment building including lift run and top
parapet.

This requires consent as a Restricted Discretionary Activity.
I605 - Hobsonville Point Precinct – Sunderland Sub Precinct - C


All new buildings within Sub- Precinct C require consent as a Restricted
Discretionary Activity, pursuant to Rule 1605.4.1 Activity Table (A 18).

Residential – Terraced Housing and Apartment Zone


Standard I605.6.25.2 (Yards) states that a front yard of 1m is required from the
front façade of a building to the street frontage. The proposed buildings
penetrate into this front yard, as detailed below:
-

-

The Townhouses infringe in two locations of a maximum depth of 0.95m
reducing to 0.45m over a total maximum length of 4.4m as it relates to
Hudson Bay Road;
The Apartment Building West 1 infringe by a maximum depth of 0.30m
reducing to 0.0m over a total maximum length of 26.3m as it relates to
Launch Road;
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-

-

-

The Apartment Building West 2 infringe by a maximum depth of 0.5m
reducing to 0.2m over a total maximum length of 38.1m as it relates to
Launch Bay Road; and
The Apartment Building East infringe by a maximum depth of 0.91m reducing
to 0m over a total maximum length of 22.7m as it relates to Launch Road;
and
The Apartment Building East infringe by a maximum depth of 0.65m reducing
to 0m over a total maximum length of 5.45m as it relates to Hudson Bay
Road.



Standard I605.6.5.5 (Building Separation) states that for buildings up to 8.5m
that a 15m front to front setback is required and that over 8.5m that a 18m front1
to front setback is required. The Apartment Building West 2 is over 8.5m and is
only set back 12m from a front façade, being the southern façade of the
proposed townhouse2 for two levels. This requires consent as a Restricted
Discretionary Activity.



Standard I605.6.5.7 (Energy Efficiency and Non-potable Water Supply) states
that dwellings should achieve a number of design measures identified as
I605.6.5.7 (1), (3), (4) and (5) for apartments. The new building will not achieve
measures (3) and (5) with no tanks or non-potable reuse proposed. This requires
consent as a Restricted Discretionary Activity.



Standard I605.6.5.10 (Outdoor Living Space) states that the Terraced Housing
and Apartment Buildings Zone requirements apply except that any dwelling with
the principal living room at ground level shall provide an area of 18m 2 with a
dimension of 4.5m. The following units do not achieve this:
-

Ground level units W1-G01 and W1-G02 within Apartment Building West 1
do not meet the 4.5m dimension, and unit W1-G01 (17m2) does not meet the
18m2 area;

1

The definition of front within the precinct states any elevation with habitable windows facing a street,
public or communal open space. Whilst the southern elevation of the townhouse and the northern
elevation of Apartment Building West 2 does not face a street it does face the internal communal open
space and is therefore considered a front.
2
Given the definition of ‘front’ above both the northern and southern elevations of the townhouse would
be defined as a front given they have habitable room windows in the façade.
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-

-

-

Ground level units W2-G01 (11m2), W2-G02 (17m2) and W2-G03 (17m2)
within Apartment Building West 2 do not meet the 18m2 area, and unit W2G01 does not meet the 4.5m dimension;
Ground level units E-G01 (7.8m2), E-G02 (8.4m2), E-G03 (8.1m2) and E-G04
(9.3m2) within Apartment Building East do not meet either the 18m2 area, or
the 4.5m dimension;
Townhouses (N-1 and N-4) have the principal living area at ground floor level
do not meet either the 18m2 area, or the 4.5m dimension. It is noted that the
outdoor living area is located at basement level rather than directly off the
main living area. However, the wording of the Standard does not require this.

This requires consent as a Restricted Discretionary Activity.
7.2

Compliances

An assessment has been undertaken in relation to the relevant provisions of Terraced
Housing and Apartment and the Hobsonville Point Precinct provisions as they apply to
the development site.
It is noted that the lot has not yet received title, however, it is assumed that this consent
needs to have been given effect to prior to the construct of the proposed buildings.
The compliance assessments across the development site are set out on the drawings
within Appendix B.

7.3

Overall Activity Status of the Application

Overall, the application falls to be considered as a restricted discretionary activity.

8.0

Consultation

Landowners
The applicant is a development partner working with the Hobsonville Land Company for
the whole of the Sunderland Block 10 area and has consulted with HLC as part of this
partnership. The written approval or support of HLC as the adjacent land owner has been
provided (refer Appendix O).
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The applicant has also consulted with Willis Bond who are working with HLC 2017 Ltd on
the redevelopment of Catalina Bay, and Classic Builders who are developing the Hudson
precinct with HLC 2017 Ltd.
Consultation has been undertaken and the formal written approval of Panuku
Developments Auckland (owner of the Airfields Precinct the adjacent land to the south)
is in the process of being obtained and will be forwarded to Council once received. In
the event that this written approval is not forthcoming, the application would seek that
the application is served on this party.
New Zealand Defence Force and Civil Aviation Authority
Extensive consultation with the New Zealand Defence Force (NZDF) and the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA) has been undertaken in terms of the height, materiality and
design approach to the proposed tower (details of this are included in Appendix K and
L above).
A Notice of Proposal was submitted to the CAA for the 15 storey tower with the Director
of Civil Aviation conducting an aeronautical study to determine whether the proposal (if
executed) will constitute a hazard in navigable airspace. The CAA has completed this
study with a Determination of No Hazard in Navigable Airspace (see Appendix K).
The applicant proposes a number of measures to address matters raised through this
consultation which are detailed in full at section 9.0 below.
Hobsonville Point Design Review Panel (DRP)
The site layout, architecture, materiality and landscaping for the new buildings were all
presented to the DRP for review and approval. The minutes are attached as Appendix E
to this report. The minutes confirm support for the proposed design.
Auckland Council
A number of pre-application meetings have been held with Council in respect of
dewatering, parks, building heights and infrastructure. Minutes of the meetings and
relevant correspondence is included in Appendix J.
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Any other parties
It is noted however that the Hobsonville Land Company did consult with relevant Iwi in
relation to the proposed Plan Change that was prepared for the Sunderland CDP and for
the recent park redevelopment proposals for Oval Park/ Jimmy’s Point that recently
went up to the Upper Harbour Local Board for approval.
In addition to the above, a meeting was held on site with Te Kawerau A Maki to discuss
the dewatering proposals for all basements across Block 10 and the SEA works on the
Oval Apartments site, it is anticipated that additional comments will be submitted to
Council in this regard.
No other parties have been consulted in relation to this application.

9.0

Mitigation

Following consultation with NZDF and the CAA the applicant is able to propose a number
of mitigation conditions on an Augier basis. It is noted that the applicant is still in the
process of agreeing the final wording with NZDF and will provide further commentary
on this following lodgement. However, the conditions as currently drafted are as
follows:
Maximum Height
1. The maximum height of the building (Apartment Tower East) including antenna,
building services plant equipment and any other equipment shall not exceed
68.774m above mean sea level and the Obstacle Limitation Surface Limitation
(OLS) defined by the Whenuapai Airfield Approach and Departure Path
Protection Designation (ID4311) without approval from the New Zealand
Defence Force (NZDF), Civil Aviation Authority (CAA)
2. The consent holder must demonstrate compliance with condition (2) by
providing certification of the finished building height by a registered surveyor to
NZDF, CAA and Auckland Council.
3. No obstacle (including construction equipment or cranes) may penetrate the OLS
as defined by the Whenuapai Airfield Approach and Departure Path Protection
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Designation (ID4311) or the consented height of the building without the prior
written approval of NZDF and CAA.
4. The building (Apartment Tower East) must be equipped with a medium obstacle
lighting at the top of the apartment building in accordance with accepted
aeronautical standards (Civil Aviation Rule Part 77, Appendix B) with the
exception that intermediate lighting at 45 metres AGL is not required. The
obstacle lighting is to operate continuously. If the lights do not work for any
reason, then RNZAF Base Whenuapai, Base Operations, are to be informed and
appropriate NOTAM (A Notice to Airmen) action initiated to ensure aircrew are
aware of the failure.
5. Any discharge efflux from air-conditioning or ancillary plant equipment from the
building must not exceed 4.3 metres per second at the level of the OLS above
the building ((Apartment Tower East). The consent holder shall provide suitable
evidence of the velocity of the efflux at the OLS altitude above the building prior
to the installation of any plant to the satisfaction of the NZDF and the CAA.
Building Materials
6. The Apartment Building West including roof shall have external surfaces that do
not exceed a reflectivity (specular reflectance) of 20% white light. Prior to the
installation of the external cladding and roofing system, the consent holder shall
provide material specifications confirming the light reflective level complies with
this limitation to the satisfaction of NZDF and Auckland Council.
On this basis, these conditions form part of the application and can be considered by
Council when assessing any potential effects.

10.0 Section 104 Assessment
A consent authority must have regard to a number of matters under section 104 of the
Resource Management Act 1991 when considering an application for resource consent.
In the case of the subject application those considerations include the actual and
potential effects of an activity on the environment, the relevant provisions of a district
plan, regional policy statement or other relevant statutory document, and any other
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matter the consent authority considers relevant and reasonably necessary to determine
the application.
The following assessment addresses all relevant considerations under s104 of the RMA.
10.1 Actual and Potential Effects on the Environment
10.1.1 Permitted Baseline and Receiving Environment
The permitted baseline of the site is of little relevance given the precinct provisions of
the AUP(OiP) require consent for any development of the site. However, what is of
greater importance is the receiving environment.
The receiving environment surrounding the site includes a number of development sites
across the Sunderland B precinct which are in proximity to the site and within Launch
Bay development area with the Oval Houses consented and Jimmy’s Point, Catalina
Hangar, Launch Road West, Catalina Barracks and the Oval Apartments currently under
consideration.
Furthermore, the receiving environment also includes the anticipated bulk and form
signalled as appropriate in the adjacent THAB and Mixed Use zones under the AUP(OiP)
at 16m and up to 27m respectively.
Regard should also be given to the additional heights identified as part of the approved
Sunderland CDP. For the subject site, this is five storeys or 18m, plus one additional
storey for a marker building and Harrier Point was identified as providing a marker
building. It is noted that even if one disregarded the additional height overlay of 9
storeys or 30m, this site is identified as a marker building site or 6 storeys (or more)
given the corner site and key intersection (See Figure 32 below).
In addition, the land modification, bulk earthworks, contamination remediation and
super lot subdivision to facilitate the proposed residential development of Block 10 that
has been consented and is currently underway on site (Council References
BUN60303085 and LUC-2015-1606 / REG-2015-1608) is of relevance.
Overall, the above denotes that the surrounding area is undergoing significant
transformation from a previous airbase with an open character to a high density urban
environment. This receiving environment will be considered in the effects assessment
below.
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Figure 32: Sunderland CDP Typology Zones and Increased Height Zone (Note Pink circle identifies the Lot
3, orange is the apartment zone with yellow attached/ detached zone, and the blue circle identifies the
Harrier Point Area)

10.1.2 Effects on Amenity Values
10.1.2.1 Land use
The intention to use the site for intensive residential development has been clearly
identified under the AUP (OiP) with the site zoned for Terraced Housing and Apartment
Zone. This correlates with the aspirations of the Hobsonville Point Precinct to encourage
higher density housing to make efficient use of the land. The apartment building would
provide for 101 residential units which is considered to be an exceptionally efficient use
of the site.
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It is recognised that the further redevelopment and urbanisation of the site will result in
a change in character and intensity in terms of existing vacant nature of the site and the
previous air base uses that occurred on site. However, this change in character is largely
anticipated and indeed sought by the precinct and by the zoning anticipated by the AUP
(OiP). Furthermore, the receiving environment includes recent residential developments
around Sunderland A and B which identify the fast changing character of the Hobsonville
Area (see Figure 9 above).
The Terraced Housing and Apartment zone seeks to deliver apartment typologies, as
does the Sunderland CDP with attached typologies also identified for the site and in
terms of the receiving environment a significant number of sites are also anticipated to
delivery apartment typologies and marker building which include Lot 3 (see Figure 33
below). It is acknowledged that the proposed development site seeks to provide for a
tall building on site well beyond the maximum height standard for the underlying zone,
however, it is considered that the appropriateness of the site for additional height is well
founded for a number of reasons.

Figure 33: Location of Marker Building Sites from Sunderland CDP

Firstly, in terms of a tall building principle on the site it is important to appreciate the
context of the site and the wider Hobsonville Point precinct. The regeneration area is
catering for 4,500 new homes and is an exemplar of providing vibrant high density
housing that has a true richness in terms of built variety. It is a national leader in the
delivery of housing per annum with approximately 400 homes delivered per year which
on a New Zealand scale is significant. The principle of providing a landmark tall building
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on an appropriate site is supported by the sustainable and walkable community being
developed in the wider area, with additional height epitomising the efficient use of land
within the precinct. This is reinforced by the Sunderland CDP which includes a number
of marker building sites along the spin road, prominent coastal edge and at the gateway
to the harbour (see Figure 33 above). Furthermore, this aspiration of the precinct to
enable an efficient use of land has a direct relationship back to the Auckland Regional
Policy Statement (RPS) which identifies that one of the issues of regional significance is
urban growth and form.
Secondly, the land uses occurring within Hobsonville Point which provide this walkable
community include a public transport interchange with bus and ferry services, two
schools, a mixed use hub including farmers market at Catalina Bay, a retail town centre
and significant areas of both formal parks and informal coastal open space. This myriad
of uses demonstrates the sustainable nature of the community but also the variety and
intensity of uses occurring across the wider area.
Consequently, on the basis of the above the best location for a tall building within the
precinct needs to be considered, in this regard the AUP (OiP) RPS states that higher
residential intensification should be enabled close to public transport, social facilities
and open space. Given the site adjoins a new mixed use hub and the bus and ferry public
transport interchange within Catalina Bay the additional height and residential
intensification beyond that intended by the zoning is appropriate in this instance in
terms of land use and is delivering on the clear direction set down by the RPS to deliver
a quality compact urban form. The justification in terms of design and built form is
discussed in further detail within section 10.1.2.2 below.
The new tower will build on this existing built variety across Hobsonville and would
providing a way finder to the ferry terminal and emerging mixed use hub at Catalina Bay
(formerly known as the Landing). It would form the central component of a cluster of
tall buildings emerging as part of Catalina Bay, Harrier Point and Marlborough Precincts
which will enhance and strengthen the gateway harbour location clearly identifying
Hobsonville Point as the sustainable community destination it has become. The
proposed building will deliver on the precinct and AUP aspirations to provide for
efficient and integrated development of sites adjacent to public transport and mixed use
centres.
Consequently, any potential character or land use effects from the residential use,
apartment typology and redevelopment of the site are considered appropriate and
anticipated by both the plan and the receiving environment with the proposed
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intensification supporting and more importantly delivering a quality compact urban
form in immediate proximity to public transport, open space and an emerging mixed use
hub.
10.1.2.2 Character, Design, Layout and Streetscape
The Hobsonville Point precinct is a landmark regeneration area within Auckland and
New Zealand for a number of reasons including the fact it has been a leader in housing
delivery each year with it anticipated to deliver approximately 4,500 new homes for the
region. The aspirations of the Hobsonville Point Precinct seek to deliver on this
regeneration by encouraging higher density housing and to make efficient use of the
land, with the precinct promoting excellence of urban form and the need to provide for
high quality onsite amenity. As outlined previously within the land use and character
section above, the additional height and residential intensification beyond that intended
by the zoning is considered to be appropriate in terms of land use and is delivering on
the clear direction set down by the RPS to deliver a quality compact urban form. The
justification in terms of design approach and additional built form on the site is discussed
below.
Whilst, not a statutory document that forms part of the AUP, it is considered appropriate
to have regard the Sunderland CPD given it is a resource consent that has been approved
by Council that applies to the site with reference given to the need to consider this
document in terms of consistency as part of the matters for discretion for new
development within the precinct. The CDP identifies that the site is suitable for
apartment typologies with a bulk and form of six storeys identified with the site
identified as a marker building site (see Figure 33 above).
In addition, the wider receiving environment includes the anticipated bulk and form
signalled as appropriate in the adjacent THAB and Mixed Use zones under the AUP(OiP)
at 16m and up to 27m respectively. Furthermore, and the additional heights identified
as part of the approved Sunderland CDP which for the adjacent Harrier Point was
identified as providing a marker building. It is important to bear these heights in mind
when considering the height sought on the subject site.
Development within the Hobsonville Point Precinct is subject to a robust urban design
review process through the HDRP. This panel ensures richness, variety, strong
landscaping and design consistency to the whole precinct. The panel reviews the site
planning, architecture, landscaping and materiality of all development in the precinct
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against the relevant design criteria of the CDP and the controls of the AUP. This process
has informed the design as it has evolved through to detail design, with the DRP
confirming that it is supportive of the height of the building, landscaping strategy and
onsite amenity (see Appendix F).
10.1.2.2.1 Principle of a Tall Building
The principle of choosing this site for a tall building is consider appropriate for a number
of urban design reasons, as discussed earlier the location and context of the site in terms
of proximity to the public transport interchange and emerging mixed use hub at Catalina
Bay highlight that in terms of land use the site would clearly provide the opportunity for
a wayfinding building that would highlight the vibrancy of activity existing and emerging
adjacent. In terms of further design rationale for the acceptability of the site for a tall
building this is discussed in detail in the design report within Appendix C and the CDP
already identifies the site as being suitable for a marker building.

Figure 34: Prominence of the site and views to and from

However, the key drivers are the location of the site in terms of prominence with views
to a from enabling the building to act as a true ‘way finder’ (see Figure 34 above), the
intersection or gateway location of the site signalling the key pedestrian connection
down to the ferry (see Figure 35 below), the design approach to the massing and
cladding ensuring design quality and the book end the form it provides to Launch Road
(see Figure 36 below).
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Figure 35: Location of the site on a gateway and key intersection and gateway

In respect of Figure 35 above it is also important to note that the Harrier Point precinct
also anticipates marker buildings on the adjacent corner, which even if one disregarded
the additional height overlay the CDP would still provide for a marker and this reinforces
the importance and rationale given to utilising this intersection as a wayfinding feature
to the adjacent ferry terminal. The built form along both Launch Road and across Block
10 leading to the site has been master planned to support the additional height on Lot
3 with the form responding to each other and the adjacent sites before stepping up to
the tower (see Figure 36 and 37 below).

Figure 36: Launch Road Elevational Response and ‘Bookends’
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Therefore, subject to the building having excellence of urban form, providing for high
quality onsite amenity, adjacent land use, and the building being sensitive to the
heritage and coastal values of the precinct the principle of a tall building on site is
appropriate and supported by both the master planning work undertaken by HLC and
the applicant for the site. The following assessment will consider these requirements in
further detail.

Figure 37: 3D view of the bulk and form across Block 10

10.1.2.3 Coastal Amenity and Wider Views
Given, the height of the tower and other taller buildings on site, the coastal location of
the wider development site and the proximity to buildings of heritage value, a
comprehensive Visual Assessment has been prepared by Mr Stephen Brown to consider
these apartment buildings and in particular the tower in the context of both local and
wider views and any potential cumulative effects that may arise (Refer Appendix K). The
viewpoints were selected to capture a range of views across the Block 10 site and to
demonstrate the different receiving environments and audiences. There are a number
of key views which are important to consider when assessing the height on the subject
site, being viewpoints 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 (see Figure 38 below). These will be considered in
corresponding order below.
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Figure 38: Viewpoint Locations from the Visual Assessment for Launch Bay

Viewpoint 2 of the assessment shows the future proposed and anticipated form of
Launch Road (see Figure 39 below). The proposed Launch Road East building would form
a strong bookend to the streetscape and northern edge to Launch Road, in particular
the building will provide a clear wayfinding marker identifying the Catalina Bay gateway
to the precinct. One of the view shows the anticipated bulk anticipated by the zoning on
Harrier Point sub precinct and the existing Sovereign Yacht Hangar. Whilst, it is noted
that the zoning for the Airfields precinct along this edge only provides for three storeys
with a MHU zone, the consent Airfields Framework Plan and the emerging receiving
environment along Hobsonville Point Road features a number of five to six storey
buildings (Brick works (5 storeys) and Kerepeti (5-6 storeys)) it is highly likely that the
future built form along the southern side of Launch Road would also mirror that sought
by the Block 10.
In the visual assessment it is stated that,
“Although the proposed apartment tower would provide a distinctive terminus for the
Catalina Hangar/ Launch Bay West/ Launch Bay East development matric, it would not
appear out of scale or incongruous – assisted by its proximity to Harrier Point and
Catalina Bays Development Area 4. Rather it would provide a positive ‘punctuation mark’
at the end of the development sequence – a legible landmark and point of focus within
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the road corridor that contrast with the relative uniformity of the other buildings down
the northern side of Launch Road’.

Figure 39: Viewpoint 2 - Launch Road Streetscape – Existing (Top) and Proposed (Bottom)

A key view of the tower is viewpoint 3 (see Figure 40 below) which is taken within
Catalina Bay precinct by the seaplane ramp. This location is bound by the coastal edge,
the ferry terminal and features a number of building identified as having heritage
character under the precinct it is in the process of being redeveloped at present. It is
explained in the visual assessment and within section 4.2 of this assessment that the
sub-precinct provisions allow for the construction over parts of the existing car parks
ranging up to 27m in height. These are not included in this viewpoint as they would
obscure parts of the proposed buildings but need to be considered when assessing the
potential effects of the proposed buildings.
This view illustrates the elevated location of the site above Catalina Bay with the
escarpment providing a level difference between the two areas. The proposed tower
sits proud above Catalina Bay in the existing views, however, when one considers the
future development anticipated by the precinct provisions within both Harrier Point,
Catalina Bay and within Launch Bay parts of this would obscure the lower levels of the
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tower and it would sit centrally within a complex and layering of built form though it
would still have a strong landmark form ensuring its wayfinding qualities remain.

Figure 40: Viewpoint 3 - Existing View from Catalina Bay carpark (Top) Proposed View (Bottom)

Viewpoint 4 is taken from SH18 on the southern side of Greenhithe Bride the main focus
of the view is the harbour below with the landscaped edge that abuts it along the coastal
cliff, with the existing Sovereigns Yacht Hangar clearly visible (see Figure 41 below). This
view illustrates that the majority of the proposed development across Launch Bay would
merge into each other creating a layering and array of built form. However, the tower
would still rise above this largely built form ensuring that its local landmark as a focal
point remain at this important gateway to the regeneration area which is indeed the
intent of having a true marker building. The visual assessment considers this in detail
and states:
“Clearly, the decidedly over-height nature of the tower is fundament to the signature
that it would project towards this and other, more distant, vantage points. In this regard,
it would clearly be different and it would challenge the development ‘norm’ of its
surrounds. However, it appears that viewing the tower in the wider context provided by
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Viewpoint 3 would help to reinforce its relationship with the inner harbour and thereby
enhance its symbolic value”.

Figure 41: Viewpoint 4 - Existing View for SH18 Bridge (Top) Proposed View with anticipated bulk
(Bottom)

The wider environment includes Greenhithe to the northwest which also has harbour
views back to the site which are captured in Viewpoint 5 (See Figure 42 below). Though
as referenced in the Visual Assessment these views include the man made structure of
the Greenhithe bridge which would diminish the natural context of the view. Viewpoint
5 confirms that the prominence of the tower diminishes will the extension viewing
distance from the site. Whilst, as anticipated the tower would still be visible within the
view identifying the location of the regeneration area and the public transport
interchange at Catalina Bay.
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Figure 42: Viewpoint 5 – Marae Road, Greenhithe

The views from Beach Haven ferry terminal are considered in the final Viewpoint 6,
which shows the full extent of redevelopment of Catalina Bay and Harrier Point precincts
alongside Launch Bay and in particular the new landmark tower (See Figure 43 below).
This viewpoint alongside Viewpoint 3 are important given they highlight the views from
an approach to the site by ferry and in the context of a wider harbour setting. The views
demonstrate that the anticipated bulk of the Catalina Bay and Harrier Point by the
precinct provision already result in a change in coastal character and definition, which
illustrate the changing form of Hobsonville Point and the intensity of activity already
envisaged for the Catalina Bay hub. The views illustrate that the tower would form part
of a complex of built form with its landmark qualities being most pronounced in the
existing views, with the future anticipated views highlighting the dilution of these
landmark qualities. Notwithstanding this dilution the building would remain an
important built element on the skyline and confirms the ability of site to be an
appropriate location for additional height with the marker qualities actually sought by
the CDP not deliverable without increased height. The Visual Assessment identifies that
the impact of the proposed on the views from Beach Haven are moderate. The
Assessment states that:
“..the proposed 15 storey tower would establish a landmark that symbolically celebrates
the engagement of Hobsonville Point’s residential area with its harbour margins”.
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Figure 43: View Point 6 – Proposed view back from the Beach Haven Ferry Terminal

The Visual Assessment goes onto consider views and locations outside those selected
above and it identifies that the wider development occurring across the regeneration
area provides an urban character that supports the height sought.
10.1.2.4 Streetscape Response
There are some modest yard infringements as the result of upper level building
overhangs or building layout these are not readily discernible in the streetscape and a
suitable interface at ground floor occurs along all street frontages with landscaping and
low boundary walls utilised to good effect.
Furthermore, in terms of bulk, form and design of the three storey townhouses and five
and three storey Apartment Buildings West 1 and 2 they all have appropriate street
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responses to the relevant Hudson Bay and Launch Road frontages, with good
proportions, materiality and landscaping ensuring (see Figure 44 below) they provide a
clear transition down to the adjacent Oval Houses, Oval Apartments and Launch Road
West adjacent.

Figure 44: View of Lot 3 from Oval Park

The materiality, form and height of the Launch Road East development is considered to
be appropriate to both the site and street, being of very high quality and providing a
texture and depth of layering that will result in a strong street presence and a striking
built form in line with the expectations of a marker building. The DRP memos illustrate
(refer Appendix M) the careful consideration of the tower by the DRP at each design
step and illustrate the high quality of the design.
Overall, the suitability of the site for a true marker building is warranted and in my
opinion supported by urban design principles and the vision of the plan to provide
compact city growth. The form, layout and design approach on the wider Hobsonville
point regeneration area all provide support for a tall building to signal arrival and entry
to the precinct. Furthermore, the regeneration area deserves such a statement and
landmark connotations given the design exemplar and bar it provides for both the city
and indeed nationally it sets in terms of built form, excellence in delivery of density and
the efficient use of land. The Visual Assessment demonstrates that the building heights
sought are appropriate and indeed the tower would be a positive addition to the skyline.
The tower will be prominent but that is to be expected of a true marker building and the
assessment illustrates that any potential impact on character, landscape and amenity is
moderate but certainly no more than minor. On this basis, the Launch Road East
buildings are considered to be a quality and positive addition to the urban form being
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created in the Marlborough Precinct that aligns with the precinct objectives and policies
to promote excellent urban form and design, and efficient use of sites, whilst being
sensitive to the historic form and proportions of the Catalina Hangar.
10.1.2.5 Amenity Adjacent Sites
The precinct provisions seek to ensure that the amenity of adjoining residential sites is
maintained in particular that the built form of development ensures that adequate
sunlight access is achieved to adjoining residential properties.
The adjacent sites that adjoin or are adjacent to Lot 3 include Catalina Bay Precinct to
the north east owned by HLC 2017 Ltd, 249 Hobsonville Point Road, owned by Panuku
Development Auckland to the south, Harrier Point a sub-precinct of the Sunderland
Precinct also owned by HLC 2017 Ltd (Refer Figure 4 above).
In terms of the adjacent Catalina Bay Precinct, the site is separated by the landscaped
escarpment and by topography. Furthermore, the heritage buildings are orientated
eastwards away from the subject site. There are views back from the existing carpark
towards the site, but generally as one would expect the site is orientated to the coast
rather than towards the escarpment and the subject site. There are no sensitive uses
within this adjacent precinct, with all the existing buildings occupied by non-residential
activities. Notwithstanding this, the written approval of HLC 2017 Ltd as land owner has
been provided for both Harrier Point sub-precinct and Catalina Bay Precinct as such no
adverse effects need to be considered in respect of these properties.
The site at 249 Hobsonville Point Road forms part of the Airfields Precinct and is
separated by the width of the Launch Road carriageway. The future development of this
precinct is not yet clear but given the intentions of the Airfields Framework Plan and the
scale of development consented and emerging along the Hobsonville Point Road it is
unlikely that the form will correspond to the MHU zoning that is applied under the AUP
(OiP). That being said, the proposal has been considered in the context of this existing
framework. The applicant has engaged extensively with the Panuku Development
Auckland regarding the proposals within Block 10 and the written approval of the
landowner is being sought and will be forwarded to Council in due course.
However, in the event that this approval is not further coming then an assessment on
the potential effects are considered below.
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The Design Report included in Appendix C includes a number of shadowing diagrams in
respect of the proposed buildings in particular the tower. Given, the slender nature and
form of the tower the extent of potential shadowing is reduced and given the location
of the adjacent site and the path of the sun any potential shadowing is limited to winter
and to the morning period only. The extent of shadowing in spring/ autumn is largely
retained within the carriageways and the small extent into the site would not be readily
discernible on site given it would only occur over a short length of time (refer Figures 45
and 46 below).

Figure 45: Sun study Spring/Autumn (red dotted line shows six storey building)

In respect of privacy, whilst the future form of the development to the south is not yet
known, the width of the carriageway would be sufficient to manage privacy effects, as
occurs along other parts of Hobsonville Point Road and would be in excess of 18m
metres.
The nature, form and extent of the built form across Lot 3 has been carefully considered
to minimise any potential dominance on adjacent sites included 249 Hobsonville Point
Road. The proposal does include a tall building in the form of the tower, however, the
supporting 3-7 storeys elements give support to this additional height and the
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separation provided by both the carriageway and intersection with Bomb Point Drive
help to minimise any potential dominance effects.

Figure 46: Winter Sun Studies 9am and 12noon (red dotted line shows six storey building)

On the basis of the above, it is considered that the adjacent site would maintain a
suitable level of amenity in line with the guidance given within the objectives and
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policies of the AUP (OiP). Overall, any adverse effects are considered to be no more than
minor.
In respect of the adjacent development on the future Lots 2 and 4 that are adjacent to
the northern and western boundaries of the site. These sites form part of the wider
development site so effects can be disregarded given it is owned by the applicant.
However, it is considered important to acknowledge that the precinct and the HRDP
process ensures that the amenity of these sites is high quality, and they are designed to
be integrated and responsive to each other with the bulk and form transitioning down
to these properties.
Overall, given the written approvals that have been obtained from the majority of
adjacent landowners no further regard needs to be given to effects on those properties.
In respect of the properties within the Launch Bay precinct itself, the proposal has
integrated and responded to these properties to ensure suitable levels of onsite amenity
which has been reviewed and tested via the HDRP process for assessing proposals in
Hobsonville Point.
10.1.2.6 Onsite Amenity
The precinct provisions seek to ensure high quality onsite amenity is achieved by the
built form, providing functional and accessible outdoor living space, maximising daylight
and solar access to dwellings, minimising overlooking and applying sustainability
principles to dwellings design.
All proposed apartments and townhouses provide a high standard of residential
amenity. In particular, adequate levels of private open space (internal/external), solar
access, and accessibility. Furthermore, the dwellings are designed to maximise
sustainability in terms of travel modes with cycle parking provision, and the proximity of
the site to local and community services providing for a compact walkable
neighbourhood.
It is noted that the minimum 4.5m dimension and minimum 40m 2 area for the outdoor
living areas is not achieved for all of the ground level apartments, however the
significant majority meet or exceed the AUP (OiP) requirements. The space and size of
the outdoor areas the infringing units is considered to be of a suitable size, orientation
and shape that will ensure that the future residents have good amenity and a useable
area of private open space. Furthermore, one of the key philosophies of the wider
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Hobsonville development is to ensure that each dwelling has high levels of on-site
amenity through the provision of outdoor space but to complement this with areas of
communal outdoor space throughout the peninsula. The site is well located with respect
to areas of public open space within close proximity of the subject site, such as ‘The
Oval’ and Jimmy’s Point reserves, the coastal walkway and the community centre and
associated open spaces within the Hudson Precinct. Furthermore, a private communal
area of open space is centrally between all the proposed buildings which can be utilised
by all residents and an upper level internal communal space is also provided on level 7
for the tower residents.
In addition, Hobsonville Point Precinct is the only area of Auckland where additional
sustainability measures have been included to minimise water and energy use. Apart
from the provision of reuse tanks the dwellings have been designed to achieve the
remaining sustainability measures.
The dwellings have all been carefully reviewed through the HDRP process, with the final
submitted design supported by the panel in respect of on-site amenity and design for
the future occupants.
Overall, it is considered that the onsite amenity for the future occupants is high with
appropriate levels of private open space, well laid out dwellings and good orientation
achieved. The site is well located in terms of access to public open space and local
amenities and direct access to the public transport network at the ferry terminal and by
the bus route that travels to the terminal.
10.1.3 Effects on Heritage
The precinct provisions of the AUP(OiP) seek to ensure that development should
complement the character of existing buildings and have regard to their heritage values,
in particular it requires that any new buildings should be sensitive to the location and
scale of the existing heritage buildings and their surrounds.
The proposal is located in proximity to the Catalina Bay Hangar buildings, which whilst
not identified as a historic heritage item in the AUP (OiP) or listed by NZ Historic Places
Trust are identified within the Hobsonville Precinct as having heritage character.
It is noted that the HDRP considered these relationships as part of the design process
and considered that the design response was appropriate and aligned with the
requirements of the Sunderland CDP and Hobsonville Point Precinct.
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The proposed bulk, form and design response of the apartment buildings is appropriate
alongside the heritage character and values identified through the precinct for the
hangars within Catalina Bay for a number of reasons and the Visual Assessment provides
views illustrating the existing and future relationship with these buildings.
Firstly, the existing buffering provided by the landscaped escarpment and level
difference ensures a suitable separation and transition between the two sites and that
the buildings within Catalina Bay would continue to have an appropriate setting.
Secondly, in the existing and proposed views and when considering the anticipated bulk
provided by the Catalina Bay precinct provision it is clear that the outlook and views
within Catalina Bay will become more inward in terms of the frontages to some of the
hangar buildings, particularly those located adjacent to Development Area 1.
On this basis, it is considered that the proposed building responds to the setting of both
the Catalina Bay Hangars and that the additional height would not significantly detract
from the heritage character of these buildings, particularly when consideration of the
anticipated development to occur within Catalina Bay and given the buffering provided
by topography is taken into account.
10.1.4 Effects on Traffic and Services
The AUP(OiP) adopts an integrated approach to transport and land use to ensure that
adverse effects of traffic generation on the transport network are managed and to
ensure that an integrated transport network, which aligns with intensification and
efficient use of land, is encouraged. Furthermore, the AUP (OiP) objectives also require
that the parking spaces and access locations be suitably designed and located to
contribute to a quality built environment, and to ensure that the safety and efficiency
of both pedestrians and vehicles are considered when assessing place-making,
movement and access function across a site.
The Precinct Provisions of the AUP (OiP) seek to achieve the above but provides the site
specific direction for roads in respect of layout, road typologies and frontage approaches
to achieve the maximum density of dwellings sought by the CDP.
A Traffic Assessment has been prepared by Traffic Planning Consultants Ltd and is
attached in Appendix G. This considers trip generation, vehicle access, parking (vehicle
and cycle), loading and refuse collections.
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As detailed at section 10.1.1 above and within the report the underlying super lot
consent which is in the process of being given effect to onsite consented the form and
layout of the road network for Launch Bay and the overall generation of traffic for the
entire redevelopment of Block 10 which anticipated a yield of approximately 315
dwellings. Consequently, a number of the potential effects do now form part of the
receiving environment and are therefore already contemplated. Notwithstanding this,
a consideration of the potential traffic effects as they relate specifically to the apartment
buildings are considered below.
Vehicle Crossing and Access
Two new vehicle crossings and vehicle accesses will be formed to service the two
basement parking areas for future residents. The width of the crossings and accesses
generally meet the standards provided for by the AUP (OiP) and the design of these
crossings and access have been considered in the Traffic Assessment above and have
been found to be acceptable given the low speed of vehicles within the site, the
narrower width being appropriate for the vehicle volumes proposed and given the good
sight lines and intervisibility between users.
Onsite resident parking
All proposed apartments will have a minimum one allocated parking space, some units
will have more given a total of 148 spaces are provided within the parking area. Provision
has been made for the alterative travel modes with 108 secure cycle parking spaces
provided for within the basement levels. The manoeuvrability for all the vehicle parking
has been tested and all the spaces comply with the AUP (OiP) standards.
Servicing
No dedicated loading area is provided on site. It is considered that for small vehicles
there is sufficient space within the existing on street parking bays along Launch Road
and Hudson Bay Road and for larger vehicles such as for private waste collection there
would be space to temporarily park within the future carriageway of Hudson Bay Road
as a Council waste collection would, or within the indented parking spaces in terms of
basement level 1 collection. Whilst, this is not preferred, the frequency of such
movements would be limited and would be during off peak times. Furthermore, the
access and crossing are of a sufficient width to ensure safety and good visibility thereby
avoiding any potential internal conflicts.
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In addition, the provision of a dedicated loading area on site would result in the
reduction of landscaping on site, poor street response and potentially the loss of
residential units. It is considered that an appropriate balance has been achieved and any
amendments to the layout would mean an inefficient use of a site that is identified for
growth.
For the reasons discussed above, it is considered that any potential traffic effects onsite
or on the adjacent road network from the configuration of the vehicle crossing, access
width and loading provision would be less than minor. In particular, it is considered that
vehicles will be able to enter and exit the site and the parking spaces in a safe and
efficient manner with good visibility provided to both pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles
utilising the new parking areas and the realigned Hudson Bay Road.
10.1.5 Effects on Landform and Sedimentation
The AUP (OiP) acknowledges that earthworks are an essential prerequisite for
development of urban land focuses on managing earthworks through best practice land
management techniques to minimise sediment entering water bodies during the land
development process.
Some landform modification works are required to facilitate the residential
development of the site have already been addressed and consented under the recently
approved subdivision and enabling works consent. However, additional works are
required to construct the basement car park, building platforms, minor infrastructure
connects and landscaping with the extent of additional earthworks anticipated to be
approximately 3,491m2 and 15,323m3. A number of measures to prevent the migration
of sediment offsite, minimise site erosion and control contaminants and debris on site
have been proposed as outlined in the Engineering Report and drawing set within
Appendix H. It is noted that some of these measures will be installed on site as part of
the super lot works and it would be recommended that these remain in situ. It is
anticipated that Council may look to include conditions in this regard.
In terms of mana whenua values, it is noted that relevant iwi groups have been engaged
with by HLC in respect of the urban development that is occurring across Hobsonville
Point at present and a recent site meeting with Te Kawerau A Maki was held prior to the
lodging of this application to discuss the proposals on Lot 3 and the wider Block 10.
Further, correspondence on this meeting will be provided to Council in due course.
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On this basis it is considered that earthworks effects can be suitably managed on site
and that any potential effects will be appropriately mitigated and any effects less than
minor.
10.1.6 Effects on Infrastructure and Services
The AUP (OiP) identifies that infrastructure is critical to the development process and
that safe, efficient and secure infrastructure is provided with subdivision and
development. Furthermore, within the Hobsonville Precinct the use of sustainable
infrastructure design for stormwater and wastewater is required alongside the need to
ensure development is consistent with the Discharge Consent and Catchment
Management Plan for the precinct.
The network and capacity of infrastructure to service the dwellings was considered and
will be installed as part of the underlying super lot subdivision (see Appendix H). There
will be some minor additional infrastructure works required to extend the lines to the
building. However, these works will be small and dealt with under the building consent
process.
Furthermore, the underlying subdivision consent specifically designed and approved the
stormwater network for Launch Bay, which was approved discharges to the coast,
therefore, whilst the site is identified as falling within a SMAF 1 the proximity of the site
to the coast means that any potential effects in terms of this control are acceptable and
no additional stormwater effects need to be considered.
It is noted that the dwellings will not be provided with reuse tanks as required by the
sustainability measures of the Hobsonville Point Precinct. However, this has been
agreed in principle by the Council in terms of apartment typology given the constraints
around locating and plumbing such infrastructure in a multi storey building.
Notwithstanding, this constraint the other sustainability measures in respect of water
and energy use will be achieved thereby ensuring the apartments still achieve higher
sustainability measures than typical dwellings.
Consequently, there is considered to be suitable infrastructure to service the proposed
development with no effects on the wider infrastructure network and suitable levels of
sustainability achieved on site.
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10.1.7 Effects on Flooding and Overland Flow Paths
The AUP (OiP) identifies that flooding is recognised as the most common natural hazard
facing the region, and seeks to control inappropriate development within flood hazards
and to not exacerbate the flooding hazards for other activities either up or down stream
of the site.
The Auckland Council GIS Hydrology Maps identify overland flow paths and flood plains
adjacent the application site as shown in Figure 10 above. However, as shown on Figure
11 above these overland flow paths are to be directed along the new and existing road
network and consequently will not enter or exit the site. Consequently, there are not
anticipated to be any adverse flooding effects as a result of the proposal.
10.1.8 Effects on Groundwater
The AUP (OiP) seeks to ensure that any effects of diversion of groundwater are suitably
avoided, remedied or mitigated with a particular emphasis on the potential impact of
ground settlement, impact of diversion on flooding and the use of monitoring and
mitigation where appropriate.
The proposal would require the diversion of groundwater for the purposes of the
basement excavation to create the carpark. A Groundwater Assessment has been
prepared by Earthtech Consulting Limited and is attached in Appendix F.
This assessment identifies that the anticipated flows and affected areas of water are
relatively low and any significant adverse effect as a result of the proposed excavation
is not anticipated. The proximity of the excavations to the Launch Road and Catalina
Hangar are discussed with it identified that site specific monitoring during excavations
may be required. An appropriate engineering solution would be determined as part of
the building consent application.
In terms of mana whenua values the proposed diversion is not considered to
significantly impact on these, given the nature and scale of the works mean that
groundwater flows to the coast will remain unchanged. However, a meeting with Te
Kawerau A Maki on site has occurred on site prior to lodgement of the application where
the extent of dewatering was discussed, further commentary on these discussions will
be provided separately to Council in due course.
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Overall, any potential adverse effects linked to groundwater diversion as a result of this
application upon the receiving environment would be less than minor.
10.1.9 Soil Contamination Effects
As discussed previously in section 5.0 consent has been obtained for remediation of
previous contamination across the subject site. Previous contamination was identified
relating to asbestos fibres and a small area of lead. The remediation would occur in
accordance with this previous consent and confirmation would be provided prior to the
earthworks sought under the approved underlying subdivision. As such there would be
no soil contamination effects resulting from the proposed development.
10.1.10

Positive Effects

This proposal will have positive effects that should be recognised and considered in the
overall assessment.






The provision of 108 new residential dwellings in an area of known housing need,
with good public transport accessibility and easy connections to commercial and
community services.
The proposed development expands on the high quality development within
Hobsonville Point, by creating a high quality public realm and high levels of onsite
amenity for all units.
The provision of a marker and landmark building is considered to be positive for
the wider Hobsonville Point regeneration area, as it will provide a clear
wayfinding feature to the existing public transport interchange and will build on
the vibrancy of the emerging mixed use hub at Catalina Bay, providing a density
of residents that will contribute to the success of the adjacent mixed use
precinct.

10.1.11

Overall Conclusion

It is also appropriate for the Council to consider whether the proposal may create any
cumulative effects that may arise over time or in combination with other effects.
It is considered that there are no significant cumulative effects in this instance given the
heights provided for by both the Catalina Bay and Harrier Point precincts. In respect of
height it is considered that the visual assessment confirms that the building will read as
positive landmark addition within the local and wider views confirming that as intended
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the new tower would be visible with the architectural profile and cladding approach
ensuring the building achieves the marker building attributes it seeks to deliver. The
design approach to the tower and indeed to all the buildings across Block 10 is of high
quality with a richness in variety and approach. The end result being that the buildings
each support and respond to each and when considered alongside the development
provided for within the precincts of Catalina Bay and Harrier Point ensure that the final
urban form of this important gateway to Hobsonville Point provides the sense of arrival
that the regeneration area deserves.
For these reasons, it is considered that the proposal will not give rise to any
unacceptable cumulative adverse effects.
Overall, and based on the above assessment, it is considered that subject to conditions
of consent, the actual or potential adverse effects of the proposal on the wider
environment will be no more than minor with a number of significant positive effects.
In particular, the proposal results in an important landmark building on an appropriate
site and would signals arrival at one of the largest brownfield regeneration areas in
Auckland and nationally. It will provide a wayfinding function to the adjacent public
transport interchange and a vibrancy to the emerging mixed use centre at Catalina Bay.
Furthermore, all proposed buildings will provide a strong interface to Hudson Bay Road
and Launch Road frontages. The topography of the escarpment, the form and materiality
of the building and the orientation of the adjacent hangar buildings ensures that
proposal is a sensitive to the Catalina Bay precinct. The provision for onsite amenity for
future occupiers is high with good provision of open space, outlook and access.
At the same time, it is considering that the actual or potential adverse effects of the proposed
tower on adjacent sites will be acceptable in terms of shading, building dominance and privacy.

10.2 Relevant Provisions of a Plan or Proposed Plan
10.2.1 Objectives and Policies
As noted in section 7.0 above the AUP – OIP is considered operative for the purpose of
considering this application and therefore no assessment has been carried out against
the Legacy Auckland Council District Plan – Waitakere Section.
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There are a number of objectives and policies from the Unitary Plan that are particularly
relevant to this application. With respect to the relevant objectives and policies, the
proposal seeks to:
E7. Taking, Using, Damming and Diversion of Water and Drilling
Section E7 provides reference to the relevant Objectives (E7.2 and E1.2) and Policies
(E7.3 and E1.3) of the Taking, Using, Damming and Diversion of Water and Drilling. The
proposal is considered to be consistent with the relevant policies and objectives listed
above for the following reasons:




The diversion would not impact on any localised flooding given the nature of soil
conditions and topography in the precinct. A groundwater assessment has been
undertaken which has identified that the anticipated flows and affected areas of
water are relatively low and any significant adverse effect as a result of the
proposed excavation is not anticipated (Policy E1.3.(11)(a) and (c)).
A key mana whenua area of interest with such excavations is the maintenance
of the flow of groundwater to the coast. The proposed dewatering would
continue to maintain existing flows given the nature of the ground and soil
conditions on site. Notwithstanding this a meeting has occurred with one of the
relevant interested Iwi Te Kawerau A Maki on site and additional comments on
this will be provided to Council (Policy E7.2.(1) and (2)).

E10. Stormwater Management area – Flow 1 and Flow 2
Section E10 provides reference to the relevant Objectives (E10.2) and Policies (E10.3) of
the Stormwater management area – Flow 1 and Flow 2. The proposal is considered to
be consistent with the relevant policies and objectives listed above for the following
reasons:




Objective E10.2 and Policy E10.3(1) relate to the discharge of stormwater to
stream environments. In this case these are not applicable as the discharge
would occur directly to the coastal environment and this network has been
consented to as part of the underlying consent on the basis of the anticipated
built form within the Launch Bay precinct;
Stormwater runoff from the site and wider Launch Bay precinct was established
as part of the underlying subdivision and enabling works consent and is based on
best practice low impact design (Policies E10.3(2) and (3).
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E12. Land Disturbance – District
Section E12 provides reference to the relevant Objectives (E12.2) and Policies (E12.3) of
the Land Disturbance section of the Plan. The proposal is considered to be consistent
with the relevant policies and objectives listed above for the following reasons:


The preparatory bulk earthworks for the site have been consented and are
underway. The proposed additional works are largely to form the basement car
park a number of suitable measures to prevent the migration of sediment off
site, minimise site erosion and control contaminants and debris on site are
proposed and these will be agreed onsite prior to commencement of building
works, thereby avoiding and mitigating any potential effects (Land Disturbance
Objectives E12.2.(1) and Policies E12.3.(5) and (6)).

E27. Transport
Section E27 provides reference to the relevant Objectives (E27.2) and Policies (E27.3) of
the Transport section of the Plan. The proposal is considered to be consistent with the
relevant policies and objectives listed above for the following reasons:










The density of the site is appropriate and accords with the public transport
accessibility afforded the site with it being within easy walking distance of the
ferry terminal at Catalina Bay (formerly known as The Landing) Precinct ensuring
an integrated land use approach to the site (Transport Objective E27.2(1))
The number and layout of parking spaces on site is appropriate with dedicated
cycle provision for residents and visitors. The proposal makes efficient use of the
site whilst maximising the number of dwellings on site. Furthermore, the effects
of traffic generation have already been considered under the underlying super
lot consent (Transport Objectives E27.2. (1) and Policies (1 and 3).
The layout and design of the built form, vehicle parking areas, landscaping areas
and accesses has sought to prioritise and promote safe pedestrian movements
across the site and minimise impacts on the adjacent road network. (Transport
Objectives (E27.2. (3 and 4) and Policies (17 and 20).
The new vehicle crossings and car parks have been designed to ensure safety of
vehicles, pedestrian and cyclists both on site and within the adjoining road
network (Transport Objectives E27.2. (4) and (5), and Policies (17 and 20).
The servicing and loading needs of the site can be met within the proposed
roading network being delivered by the super lot consent. The movements in
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terms of waste collection will be able to occur in a safe manner within the
Hudson Bay carriageway.
H6. Terrace Housing and Apartment Building
Section H6 provides reference to the relevant Objectives (H6.2) and Policies (H6.3) of
the THAB Zone. The proposal is considered against these in addition to the more area
specific precinct provisions, given the maximum height control is managed via the zoning
rather than the precinct in this part of Hobsonville Point.
The proposal is considered to be generally consistent with the relevant policies and
objectives listed above for the following reasons:




The proposal provides for the efficient use of the site in close proximity to public
transport and local services with a high density apartment development sought
(H6.2.(1))
The three to 15 storey form of the Launch Road East buildings extends beyond
the anticipated five storey form of the zone provisions. However, the building
needs to be considered alongside the unique context in which it is located and it
is considered that this ‘predominantly’ five storey form guidance within the
policy, needs to be considered alongside the actual rationale for why a marker
tower is an appropriate response or outcome for the following reasons:
-

-

The principle of providing for a marker tall building within both the
Hobsonville Point regeneration area and more specifically on this site is
supported by the fact it will deliver on the precinct and AUP aspirations to
provide for efficient and integrated development of sites adjacent to public
transport and mixed use centres.
The new tower will build on the existing built variety across Hobsonville Point
and would provide a way finder to the adjacent ferry terminal and emerging
mixed use hub at Catalina Bay (formerly known as the Landing). It would form
the central component of a cluster of taller buildings emerging as part of
Catalina Bay, Harrier Point and Marlborough Precincts which will enhance
and strengthen the gateway harbour location clearly identifying Hobsonville
Point as the sustainable community destination it has become. The building
is of high quality design and will build on its landmark qualities via
architectural form and cladding approach. The design approach and principle
of providing a tall building on site have been subject to careful and detail
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-

-



review and have been endorsed by the Hobsonville Point Design Review
Panel.
The visual assessment demonstrates that the effects on the wider
environment from the additional height sought are appropriate for the site
given the design quality, architectural form and location of the building. The
assessment illustrates that the potential cumulative effects of the tower
alongside other buildings proposed or anticipated are no more than minor
on the wider environment with the proposal providing a high quality
landmark building on an appropriate site and will result in a positive addition
to the Hobsonville Point skyline.
The consultation or written approval of the directly adjacent landowners has
been provided, which as confirmed the suitability of the proposals for the
site. Wider consultation with CAA and NZDF has occurred.

The amenity afforded to adjoining sites, onsite occupiers and the streetscape is
considered to be of high quality and the additional height is not considered to
result in any significant adverse amenity effects given the positioning,
orientation and separation of the adjacent future development (H6.2.(3) and
H6.3.(5) and (6).

I605. Hobsonville Point Precinct
Section I605 provides reference to the relevant Objectives (I605.2) and Policies (I605.3)
of the Hobsonville Point Precinct. The proposal is considered to be consistent with the
relevant policies and objectives listed above for the following reasons:




The development of the site has been developed and designed in an integrated
manner that aligns with the master planning work that has been undertaken by
the applicant and HLC for the Block 10/Sunderland Precinct thereby ensuring
that the block has been efficiently designed to maximise the delivery of new
homes (Hobsonville Point Precinct Objective I605.2(1) and Policies I605.3.(1-2)).
The design of the new building promotes design excellence through its form,
materiality, fenestration and landscaping response ensuring that building sits
comfortably to the character anticipated by the precinct with the building being
a high quality addition. The building has been carefully reviewed by the HDRP
and has the support of the panel as being consistent with the aspirations of the
Sunderland CDP to provide for the high quality regeneration of the precinct and
the principle of providing a tall building has been agreed. The visual assessment
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demonstrates that the building will be a positive addition to the emerging built
form and skyline of the Hobsonville Point precinct and would provide landmark
addition to the emerging urban form with any effects on the wider environment
considered to be moderate (Hobsonville Point Precinct Objective I605.2(2)) and
Policy I605.3.(7)).
The provision of additional height and provision of a tower adjacent to a new
mixed use hub and public transport interchange directly aligns with the principle
of developing a community that models sustainability with reduced car use,
walkable neighbourhoods and is truly reflective of urban sustainability by the
efficient use of a site (Hobsonville Point Precinct Objective I605.2(6)) and Policy
I605.3.(3, 5 and 7)).
The apartments provide for high quality onsite amenity for the future occupiers
with excellent outlook, internal and external spaces provided on site and good
solar access (Hobsonville Point Precinct Objective I605.2.(2) and Policies
I605.3.(5, 8 and 9)).
The design of the buildings has been integrated with adjacent sites to ensure
good onsite amenity is achieved for all sites (Hobsonville Point Precinct Objective
I605.2.(3) and Policy I605.3.(5)).
There is a variety in the typologies and dwelling sizes provided across the
precinct ensuring choice and a range of densities (Hobsonville Point Precinct
Objective I605.2.(3)).
The dwellings have been designed to achieve some of the sustainability design
measures sought by the precinct in respect of water and energy use, and are
located to enable a compact walkable neighbourhood (Hobsonville Point
Precinct Policy I605.3.(3)).
The built form, fenestration and materiality of the buildings is responsive to the
adjacent hangars within the Catalina Bay precinct with the escarpment and
topography ensuring they are suitably separated from each other. The visual
assessment demonstrates that the building would be an appropriate addition to
the streetscape and will sit well against the emerging form of the Launch Bay,
Catalina Bay and Harrier Point Precincts (Hobsonville Point Precinct Objective
I605.2.(5) and Policy I605.3.(16)).

10.2.2 Assessment Criteria
The relevant assessment criteria of the Diversion of Water, Stormwater Management
Flow, Land Disturbance, Transport, Terraced Housing and Apartments and the
Hobsonville Point Precinct sections of the AUP – OIP have been used as the basis for the
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assessment in section 9.1 above and have also been discussed in the Policy and Objective
assessment within section 9.2.1.
The assessment above has deemed the proposal to result in less than minor effects on
the environment and is also consistent with all the relevant policies and objectives of
the AUP – OIP. On this basis, it is considered that the proposal is also consistent with the
relevant assessment criteria which for completeness are listed below:
E7.

Taking Using, damming and diversion of water and drilling


E7.8.2.(1), (5) and (10)

E10. Stormwater Management Flow



E12.


Policy E10.3(1), (2) and (3); and
(b) policy E1.3(1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (8) and (9) in E1 Water quality and integrated
management.
Land Disturbance – District
E12.8.2. (1) ((a)-(k)

E27. Transport

H4.

E27.8.2. (7) and (8) (a) –(c)
Terraced Housing and Apartments






refer to Policy H6.3(1);
refer to Policy H6.3(2);
refer to Policy H6.3(4) and
refer to Policy H6.3(5).

I605. Hobsonville Point Precinct




I605.8.2.1 Design, Location and Integration
I606.8.2.2 Sunderland Sub-precinct (Sun-precinct C);
I605.9 Special information requirements.
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10.3 Relevant Provisions of Other Statutory Documents
10.3.1 New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010
It is considered that the proposed new building is sufficiently set back from the coastal
edge to not undermine or compromise the natural values of the wider site or its
surrounds, nor create any significant adverse effects.
The Visual Assessment undertaken demonstrates that this is the case and that the
existing and future coastal environment is in the process of being modified. The proposal
will set comfortably within the emerging and anticipated built form of the Hobsonville
Point precinct. The proposed built form would provide a landmark building within a
collection of buildings around the ferry terminal and Catalina Bay precinct, thereby
signally arrival at the Hobsonville Point regeneration area and growth area.
Overall, it is considered that the proposal will not offend the objectives and policies of
the NZCPS.
10.4 Any Other Matters
Section 104(1)(c) requires Council to have regard to any other matter that it considers
relevant and reasonably necessary to determine an application.
10.4.1 Sunderland CDP
As noted in Section 5.0 above, there is an approved Sunderland CDP (reference LUC
2012-1073) which exists for the Sunderland precinct and was approved under the Legacy
Auckland Council District Plan – Waitakere Section.
The statutory status of the Sunderland CDP, in the assessment of this application has
been outlined in more detail in section 8.0 of this report.
In summary, given the operative in part status of the Auckland Unitary Plan, the
application will be considered in accordance with the provisions of the AUP – OIP where
reference to the Sunderland CDP is an assessment criterion within the Hobsonville Point
Precinct matters for discretion.
Given that the Sunderland CDP is an approved resource consent and was formulated on
the basis of extensive specialist input, combined with the fact that all development
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within Sunderland to date has occurred in accordance with its provisions, it is a relevant
matter of consideration in assessing the proposal.
As detailed earlier in this assessment, it is considered that the proposed buildings are in
general accordance with the aspirations of the Sunderland CDP and will provide a quality
urban form, high degree of onsite amenity for future occupiers and provide for a
sustainable community in terms of the efficient us of the site in an appropriate location.
In particular, the site will provide a true marker building as intended by the CDP being
adjacent to the waterfront hub and public transport interchange at Catalina Bay, signally
the gateway to the Hobsonville Point regeneration area. Finally, the proposal delivers
on the CDP vision to provide additional homes and efficient use of the site.
10.4.2 Auckland Plan
The Auckland Plan was adopted in 2012 and provides a 30-year vision and strategy for
the Auckland area. The purpose of the plan is to provide for better co-ordination and
investment and addresses a broader range of issues than land use matters. The plan is
to address a range of matters including: 








The role of Auckland in New Zealand;
The social, economic, environmental and cultural objectives for Auckland and its
communities;
Existing and future land use pattern (residential, business, rural production and
industrial use) including the sequencing of growth and provision of
infrastructure;
Existing and future location of critical infrastructure such as transport, water
supply, wastewater and stormwater, other network utilities, open space and
cultural and social infrastructure;
Policies, priorities, programmes, and land allocations to implement the strategic
direction, and
Nationally and regionally significant areas (ecologically, recreation and open
space, environmental constraints, landscape, historic heritage and natural
features).

The Auckland Plan confirms the continued need to deliver a quality compact city which
meets housing demand and keeps pace with growth. It acknowledges the Hobsonville
Base Special Area as an existing growth node providing residential accommodation.
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It is considered that the proposal supports the strategic direction of the Auckland Plan
by providing additional dwellings in line with the vision to increase house supply in a
compact fashion and by demanding good design. Furthermore, the provision of
additional height at the main public transport entry point to a regeneration and growth
area is supported by the Plan as this truly delivers on the compact city vision. The
proposal will provide a solution to Auckland’s housing crisis on an appropriate site.
10.4.3 Hauraki Gulf Marine Park Act 2000
The upper Waitemata Harbour is part of the Hauraki Gulf Marine Park catchment area.
Section 7 – Recognition of National Significance of Hauraki Gulf, the interrelationship
between the Gulf, its islands, and catchments and the ability of that interrelationship to
sustain the life-supporting capacity of the Gulf are matters of national significance. The
life-supporting capacity of the environment of the Gulf and its islands includes its
capacity to provide for the spiritual relationship of the tangata whenua, the social,
economic, recreational, and cultural well-being of people and communities, the use the
resources of the Gulf for economic activities and recreation and to maintain the soil, air,
water, and ecosystems of the Gulf. Section 8 establishes the objectives for the
management of the Gulf.
The proposal involves additional earthworks beyond that consented in the underlying
subdivision consent to install a basement car park. A number of measures are proposed
to manage sediment runoff from the site and into the stormwater network, it is
considered that these measures will ensure that the proposal would have less than
minor effects on the Hauraki Gulf marine area.

11.0 Part 2 Matters
All considerations under s104 are subject to Part 2 of the RMA, which sets out the
purpose and principles of the legislation. Overall, it is considered that the application
would not offend any of the matters contained within Part 2.
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12.0 Notification Assessment
The Council will need to determine the basis on which the application will be processed.
The options available are public notification, limited notification, or non-notification.
The Resource Legislation Amendment Act (2017) has introduced a number of changes
to the question of notification. More specifically, Section’s 95A and 95B have been
amended to introduce a new ‘step by step’ process that Council must follow when
determining whether to publically or limited notify an application. These are steps are
addressed below.
On the basis of the following assessment, it is considered that the application should be
processed on a non-notified basis without the need for any additional written approvals
as overall, it is considered that any actual or potential adverse effects that will arise from
this proposal will be less than minor.
12.1 Public Notification (s95A)
Section 95A now entails a number of steps that must be followed to determine whether
an application should be publically notified.
Step 1 - Details requirements for mandatory public notification. None of these apply to
the proposal.
Step 2 - Details situations where public notification is precluded (if not required under
step 2). Section 95A(5)(b)(ii) precludes public notification if the activity is a restricted
discretionary or discretionary activity but only if the activity is a subdivision of land or a
residential activity3. The application is a restricted discretionary activity overall for a
residential activity (bulk and location, diversion of water, land disturbance, SMAF and
transport infringements all associated with a residential use) on a site that is zoned for
residential use being Terraced Housing and Apartments. Consequently, the requirement
for this step is met and public notification is precluded under step 2.
Step 3 - Is not relevant given notification is precluded by step 2.

3

A residential activity means an activity that requires resource consent under a regional or district plan
and that is associated with the construction, alteration or use of 1 or more dwelling houses on land that,
under a district plan, is intended to be used solely or principally for residential purposes.
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Step 4 - Is the last step and relates to the consideration of special circumstances and
whether these would warrant notification. It is considered that there are no special
circumstances in this instance to suggest that public notification is appropriate.
Case law is very clear that special circumstances are those which are unusual or
exceptional. Whilst, the proposal includes the provision of a tall building, the preceding
assessment has demonstrated that the proposal would provide a high quality tall
building in an appropriate location with the principle of a tall building supported by the
AUP RPS with the building making efficient use of land adjacent to a transport
interchange and emerging mixed use hub. The anticipated bulk would deliver on the
landmark qualities sought to ensure it delivers on the wayfinding intentions of the
design. The height would sit comfortably within the heights anticipated by the receiving
environment of Catalina Bay, Harrier Point and across the reminder of the Launch Bay
precinct thereby supporting the additional height sought. Consequently, the provision
of a high density residential development in a regeneration area that seeks to deliver
high density housing would be far from unusual or exceptional.
The proposal has the extensively consulted with the NZDF, CAA and adjacent
landowners and a visual assessment has been undertaken that demonstrates that the
proposal would be a positive addition to the emerging form of the peninsular at this
location and that the effects on local and wider views would be no more than moderate
or more than minor on the wider and local landscape.
It is noted that the Unitary Plan has specifically provided for infringement to height as a
restricted discretionary activity signalling that, subject to a suite of matters for
consideration, additional height is appropriate.
Consequently, in the absence of any demonstrable adverse effects on either the
environment or on any person, it would be difficult to sustain an argument for public
notification on the basis of special circumstances.
As a result of the above assessment, public notification of the proposal is not
appropriate in accordance with section 95A of the RMA (as amended).
12.2 Limited Notification (s95B)
As with the amendments to Section 95A, Section 95B also entails a number of steps that
must be followed to determine whether an application should be subject to limited
notification.
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Step 1 - Relates to the consideration of certain affected groups and affected persons
customary rights, marine title and statutory acknowledgment. There are no such groups
or persons who would be affected by the proposal.
Step 2 - Details situations where limited notification is precluded (if not required under
step 1). The application is not a controlled or prescribed activity and there is not rule or
environmental standard that precludes limited notification.
Step 3 - Outlines situations where affected persons must be notified if such notification
is not precluded under step 2. The written approval of Harrier Point and Catalina Bay
precincts have been provided within Appendix O. Consultation has been undertaken
with the adjacent owners of the Airfields Precinct, and their approval will be provided
to Council after lodgement. However, in the event that they do not provide their
approval it is requested that limited notification is served on 249 Hobsonville Point Road.
No other adjacent properties are considered to be adversely affected by the proposal
given separation distances to any other sites.
Step 4 - Is the last step and relates to the consideration of special circumstances and
whether these would warrant notification to persons not already determined to be
eligible for limited notification. It is not considered that there are any special
circumstances that would warrant the consideration of additional persons, with
consultation already undertaken with the CAA and NZDF.
Overall, subject to the final written approval being provided by owner of the Airfield
Precinct (Panuku), limited notification of the proposal is not considered appropriate or
necessary in accordance with section 95B of the RMA (as amended).
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13.0 Conclusion
This resource consent application by Marlborough Holdings Precinct Ltd to construct a
building ranging from three to 15 storeys to provide for a total of 101 residential
dwellings within the Launch Bay development area is appropriate and will provide for
well-designed homes in line with the master planning work undertaken as part of the
Sunderland CDP and more recently by the applicant with the site always identified as
providing for a landmark building.
The proposed development site will provide an exceptional marker building at the
harbour entrance to the Hobsonville Point Regeneration Area. Hobsonville Point is
catering for approximately 4,500 new homes and is an exemplar development, providing
vibrant high density housing that has a true richness in terms of built variety. The size of
this regeneration area and the site location all clearly demonstrate and support the
principle of providing a landmark building on site.
The new tower will build on the existing built form across Hobsonville Point and would
provide a way finder to the adjacent ferry terminal and emerging mixed use hub at
Catalina Bay. It would form the central component of a cluster of tall buildings emerging
as part of Catalina Bay, Harrier Point and Marlborough Precincts, which will enhance and
strengthen the gateway harbour location clearly identifying Hobsonville Point as the
sustainable community destination it has become. The proposed building will deliver on
the precinct and AUP aspirations to provide for efficient and integrated development of
sites adjacent to public transport and mixed use centres and would truly epitomise and
deliver a compact city form.
The building is of high quality design and will build on its landmark qualities via the use
of the cladding system that draws on different reflectivities and finishes of aluminium
panels to create a pattern and texture across the tower. The design approach to the
buildings in particular the tower and the landscape design across the site have been
subject to careful and detail review and have been endorsed by the Hobsonville Point
Design Review Panel. Any effects on adjacent sites has been managed to an acceptable
level.
The visual assessment demonstrates that the effects on the wider environment from the
additional height sought are appropriate for the site given the design quality and
location of the building. The assessment illustrates that the potential cumulative effects
of the tower alongside other buildings proposed or anticipated are no more than minor
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on the wider environment with the proposal providing a high quality landmark building
on an appropriate site and will result in a positive addition to the Hobsonville Point
skyline.
Furthermore, the written approval of the adjacent precincts of Catalina Bay and Harrier
Point has been provided and extensive consultation has been undertaken with the New
Zealand Defence Force (NZDF) and the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). Consultation has
been undertaken and the formal written approval of Panuku Developments Auckland
(owner of the Airfields Precinct the adjacent land to the south) is being sought and will
be forwarded to Council once received. In the event that this written approval is not
forthcoming, the application would seek that the application is served on this party.
While the building does exceed the maximum height identified for the site, the proposal
is not unusual or exceptional with the notion of providing a marker building by a public
transport interchange and emerging mixed use centre for a nationally recognised
regeneration area a well-founded design principle and supported by the AUP RPS. Given,
the matters raised above it is not considered that there are any unique or special
circumstances to warrant public notification given any wider effects would be no more
than minor on the landscape.
Most importantly, the proposal will provide for the efficient use of land by providing for
new dwellings in an area of known housing need that is within easy walking distance of
public transport and commercial and community uses. This directly aligns with both the
vision of the AUP (OiP) to create compact cities and concentrate density around public
transport and to create sustainable community within the Hobsonville Point precinct
area. The building would provide increased density next to the emerging mixed use and
public transport hub reducing vehicle trips and adding vibrancy to Catalina Bay by
increased pedestrian activity.
Overall, it is considered that granting consent to the proposed development is
appropriate, subject to conditions.

Ila Daniels
Principal Planner / M Plan Prac, BA, BSci / Int. NZPI
Campbell Brown Planning Limited
(For and on behalf of Marlborough Holdings Precinct Ltd.)
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